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Proposed Building Budget
,
uut by Senate Committee
Library Plans
Hardest Hit
In New Total’
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ASB Officers
4Student Works Appear To Take Oath
In" Red on Sale Today At Meeting

By DON SOHNsiON
v ’
An optimistic note was sounded
by President John. T. Wahiquist
yesterday over a budget cut of
$1,017,000 by the Senate Finane,
. committee in the college’s proposed building budget
"We don’t know yet what will
happen," President Wahlquist said.
’The worst that can happen is that
the Senate measures will paas. The
best is that the House measures
IT prevail We can still he hoot,
uI
0 Heim ily the college had
three priorities established. M.
MRS. FRANCES CLARKE
Wilbiquist said, Thew incisided
hAVERS, anther of children’s
additions to the Natural Science
literature and recently Mister’stendent of work with children
building and the library; Men’s
In the New York Public library,
gyaimissinin; and Adenlatat roams
will speak tomorrow and Friday
elimiiroom buildings. Origto classes In libnurionship sad’ .Igullsoisa.bstet request
i as toe
children’s Inerapr. (See gooey
rud.z
The Natural Science and Lir- 14O’
brotworYnroProjeciJects.sprwere. wseshpakirubatedt
Pa,
"it
lli will aPPest
al
laid.
be- I
fore the meeting to announce the
and the cuts of $271.900 try the
candidates who have been selected
House and $1,017,000 by the Sento represent Sah Jose State colate, still leave a $3,441,572 total
lege
camp
Miniwanca,
the leadat
budget for five projects, instead of
ership camp in Shelby, Mich.
the original three projects planned
Candidates who take office
Lamest rut in the propelled
this afternoon are Aitkea, EckNine acts, including banjos tap- budget was MUM frees the
ert, Sallee Lotz, corresponding
dancing, choral groups, semi-clas- library preject, ratting
secretary; Arline Gentry, reit,
request of MAIS2,
isical singing, and a judo exhibition
cording eeeretary; Dee Jukich,
;will be featured tomorrow at the
treasurer.
Miss Joyce Backust librarian.
;senior variety show in Morris
Art Lund, male representaRaid the library cuts were Kebab.
Dana" auditorium at 11:30 a.m.
Hotehkiss,
tive-at -lame;
Most of the talent displayed ly based on a report by Dr John
female representative -at -large;
will be local, but one quartet Millett of Columbia univerhitY,
Barbara Roach, saulor class
from the University of Call- chairman of the American Library
Bob Goforth,
representative;
foronia will he on hand to enter- association who said 111 a report
and
representative;
junior class
tain, aorording to Ingrid Andre- that 100,000 volumes core adeSue Chapman, freshman claims
quate for a liberal arts :Nillege
soon, chairman of the shots,
repreaeatative.
Masters of ceremonies are Joe
According to Miss Gentry no
Thornley: and Don Curry,
committee reports, and no new
The program as listed by Miss
business will appear on the agenda
Andersson is: the Chi Omega’s
of today’s meeting.
"Dullskulls," Wanita
(tapdance), Rosalie Anzalone (popular
More new sidewalks around in..
singing),- judo exhibition by the
P. E. department, and a quartet campus were started this week as
street crews ripped out old walks
from Cal.
along San Carlos and Fourth
Sigma Kappa chariest.
group, Cannel (issueless/. (semi- streets between the women’s gymfor
deadline
is
the
Tomorrow
classical sigalag), a banjo team, riesiurn and Barraalts 91.
applications for the third annual
New walks were needed to re.
the Theta (’Id chorallers, whiUgly Man contest, according to ners et the fraternity Pipeline place uneven walks created by ten
Lynn Nebeker and Alice Largent,
Sing, and a specialty act by years of patching and repairs, acco-chairmen for the event.
Maurice Bodwer and Freak cording to Byron Bollinger, super. Applications should be turned in Woodland.
visor Of buildings and grounds
at the Student Body office in the
Student Union.
Contestants may be students,
faculty members or campus employees, and may be sponsored by
one group or jointly by two organizations
The winner will be announced
and trophies awarded to the sponA stinging condemnation of "the dent and can act cab’ with the cosors at the dance following the propaganda carried on in this operation of the net:MIMI_ aa.
in
the
University of Oregon show
Communists, left- senility
by
country
"
Women’s Gym May 29.
wingers, pinks, o-nelled liberals,
Dr. Choo also stressed tbst-’-inand other intellectually contneed
Syngman ternational politics have dandle
Dr.
people"
against
/thee president of the Republic of Koers a slave to the Jighllasse
nation for the past 40 yogis and
The Home Management house Korea. was voiced yesterday by
International bolitics is now dividtoday will entertain Dr. Heber A. Dr. Young Han Choo, speaking to
ing the country." "The our in
Sotzin, head of the Industrial Arts an audience of over 100 in the
Korea is not of our own making,"
Theater.
ttle
BulHelen
department. and Miss
"Dr. Rhee was elected directly he emphasized
lock of the library staff for
who hes beer,
The diplomat
luncheon, according to Mrs. Mary by the peep*, and the PedPie wnl
always stand behind him." the Consul General for four years,
Morgan. adviser to the house
Hostesetis will be Nancy Lee Korean Counsel General explained. thanked all Americans for these
Dahlin, Cynthia -Bishop. Doraia "The people who smear hint do not help in Korean relief through doSadler, Rosalyn Yee, and Barbara realise that he has much leas nations of Clothing, and urged
American penal- tfurther contributions.
MM. than
Smith,

Chief Justice Bob Roberts of the
Student Court will swear in AssoJOYCE PASSETTI
ciated Student Body officers at to(Associate Editor)
day’s meeting of the Student
The sixth annual edition of Reed is on sale :oday.
Once agssin ?foe editors, members of Pegasus, English honor Council, out -going ASS President
society, have included in the literat.yossagasine selections submitted in Tom Evans announced yesterday.
After the ceremony, a report
the Nelan competition.
on the Pacific student PresiAnd once again they have selected stories, poems, a sketch and dents’
Association convention
essay which are startling and
Which was held on the Unithought -provoking as well as en- of an unhatlpy negress in "The
versity of Arizoaa’s
Tuscan
tertaining.
Madmen" is most impressive. The campus last weekend will be
Althnugh this year’s issue is talented writer also does a terrifygiven by the president-elect
composed
primarily
of
short
John Aitken, vice president-elect
stories, it is the poetry which
Bill Eckert, and Evans, son Joe..
lingers, after all has been read.
State college’s delegates to the
and penetrates into the minds of
convention.
the readers, None of the poetry is
Other business of the meeting
lengthy or burdensome,
Every
will be a request by James Jacobs,
verse is a challenge, to be read
instructor in English, for funds for
and re-read All are shocking in
,,preparation of an orientation
difiltairrs
let to gephine Campus, Coot- 1
’hilinadation" by

Dime Clark; "Elitleentle Ts. night" a satiric vein* by Shirley
Vernon; and ollty Heart Is A
Dusty Room" by Mansell& Munoz each proclaims& resignation
to the reality of ilfe. Even the
seemingly amusing "Degree: A
Lady’s Lorseett." by - Yammers
Maws rims al deapodr.
Students familiar with
last
year’s issue of Reed will detect a
note of similarity in the selection
of short stories. As before the emphasis is upon character anaylsis
DR. JAMES 0. WOOD
rather than description. It is to
. . . Pegasus adviser
the credit of both the editors and
the contributors that none of the ing character sketch in "The
plots are trite or familiar.
Greed in Their Eyes." Betty HigElla Leffland’s characterization don s
P Intruder
is both
touching and vivid. "The Song of
Arirang" by lk:elson Wadsworth
is unique in its use of dialogue.

AMS President
Issues Call for
Athletic Manager

Pantoskey, new AMS
Dave
president, has issued a call for ep.
plicants for the job of athletic
manager of the Intra-mural program at the college next year.
"Men who are interested in -the
job should be at the A3dS meeting
next Thesday at 330 p.m. in the
Student Union to MINIM the
mechanics of the job," birillid.

Firms To Talk
With Students
announcement from the
An
Placement office states that the
following firms will Interview possible employees today.
E. F. Tucker Of the W. r. Grant
Co. will be or campus to talk to
students interested in the retail
field.
San Frainehicites Beektal corporation’s D. W. Townsend will interview electrical and mechanical
engineering graduates.
Miss Barrieks of the Oakland
Council of Campfire Girls will talk
to possible business managers.
dining room counselors, waterfront staffswimming and canoeingsports and game counselors.
and music directors.

J. unior Dinner
The Junior Class cannel’ dinner will be held tonight at
o’clock at the Italia* restaurant,
according to Bernice Rapti,
class president.

Bruntz Judge
At Stanford,
Cal Debate
Dr. George Bruntz, professor of
history and political science, will
be one of three ridge’ at the annual Joffre debate between Stanford and Cal. The debate, to be
held tonight, will be on "The
French Colonial Policy."
According to Dr. Anothony Hill.
bruaner of the Stanford Speech
Dr.
Bruntz
was
department;
selected because of his knowledge
of international affairs and his experience as a debate coach.

Discrimination
"Discrimination in Democracy"
will be the topic under discussion
tonight after the showing of the
"High Wall- and
two films,
"Brotherhood," in Room 11 at 7:30
o’clock, accordbig to Steve Wilson,
chairman of the meat.

Jean’Ann Da

’Talent Show
Features Nine
Variety Acts

Campus Walk
Repair Begins

Deadline Is Near
For ’Ugly’ Contest

Consul General Decries
Left-Wing Propaganda

Luncheon Served
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wel"1.’"Y."’ !Industrial Art Service Group
Societies Hold Plans Meeting
at
Annual Picnic
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Spartan Daily
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Trf Sigma. social
A meeting
service sintiety. will he held tornat the Faculty Men’s
dub, 230 S. Eighth street. at 730
p.m.. according to Carol Shugert,
publicity chairman.
An election of officers will be
held
and a inoVie on juvenile de,
Iitalualw". That RoyAm.- will
-be shown.

fbe Industrial Arts department
will hswe their annual barbecue
Saturday. May 23, at Sycamore
flat picnic grounds in Alum Roe*
park
The even t is co-sponsored by
the Industrial Arts club and Egoi.
Ion Pi Tau. national industrial arts
JESS SMITHBus. M.
fraternity. The afternsso’s setivsties will begin at 310 pan.. sad
barbecued
st
will be served
An exhibit now in the Home
paks
Reilly. Gene A. Schwab. Robert
a
Economics building features arw Shane. John N %%lex. and
ticles made in Mrs. Ouida Malman E. Wheeler.
ilefts and Miss Martha Thomas’
The following cadets are melted- I
sewing dames. Two blouses. tnade
by Carol Hill13inand Roberta
uied to receive their commissions I
and a dress, made by Maryupon completion of the AFROTC
ann Giver. are in the display, acIT...3 summer camp! Sherman 0
cording to Miss Moms.
Coultas. Darrell E Dukes. Robert
Atilt: Meeting today at 430
B. Forney. Robert K. Hines. Clif- pin, in Room 24.
NeR1111ƒ11 Chllb: Choir practice
ford M. Luidsey and Harold H.
tonight at 730 o’clock in Newman
Rupard.
hall. Club meeting in Newman
! hall at 8 o’clock.
Amy Committee: Meeting today in Room 39 at 7 p.m.
The second atasIon of the trainStudent T: Meeting today at
ing program for Frwhnian Camp 7:30 p.m_ in Room 11
Counselors will be held tonight at I Tel Wpm: Meeting today at
8 o’clock in Room 117, according 7:30 pm.
to Bill Ediert, director of the
WAA: Volleyball meets tonight
Camp Pro 7am
I at 7 pm_ in Women’s gym_

.4 Soo am Oats sirIags. await EIn
Paidldisal 464 by thy Amesibiesil Iendi fled
imp Arbil
ealay sod Inedos Arias ib colog ter
aressisanes week
taymber el OW Cal:torsi@ Itwip.iper Patisbyes 645
to Globe Priam, Cm.. 144S S. RH. am* Sir 4
Paws
NO.. bd. 211
E. 210 Anaseaskag
Cranial 44414 EvraarEal.
Tidoeb
S.682,4010. Mae 112..10 p.. yoar to $1 For awarberis. rair.ASI card holders.

TEO FALEY--EsSioe

Watch For
Those
Great Attractions
Soon . . .

rionie Ec This*

.adet s To Finish
Training in June.
(;et Commissions
A; r Force ROTC ca7.. I
.
..re iurhedgied to he commis...I t. the Air Force in June
natiai act riry completion of
and militar). train? z accordin::’ to Col Richards M.
151o1 head of the AFROTC unit.
To I., rommisstonecl In JUDP are
W RaiL. Charles S. CarlIairtaid I. Curt.). Robert...X.
-Ttotart E Filler. Harold
tt Fonda. 1)oriald I- Glaze. Carl
A :.1,aan. Bruno Marchese, Isamu
Morttrrill WILI r D. !Morse,
f.r.,rze
tiockIPI. Larry R. On
Jairnes
Rif hart J Raphlosk

,

Dom Martin
Jam Lewis
LAN* Hit

eetutgs

"SCARED STIFf"

30 TWIN

"IT CAME FROM
OUTER SPACE"

Camp Meeting

Nat King Cols
30 Short

Doris Day. Gordon MacRae
In Tachnicotor

BY THE LIGHT Of
THE SILVERY MOON"

SHOW SLATE
California:

ITALIAN RESTAURANT

7141 PRESIDENTS LADY"
Hinstma Smaa Hyamd
Mos
’COUNT THE HOURS

United Artists:

Wednesday Special

Tlisrsday Special

STEAK DINNER

ITALIAN DINNER

"DESERT MOON"

Seep

Spaghetti and Ravioli

DaN
AlsAII Now SiNANNI F0
"MA
PA KETTLE ON VACATION".

Seled

Salami RailsIt

K.Ibeki,

Port,

61.1601

"There’s a lot to it"

$1.45

Maine

El Rancho Drive-In
"MOULIN souor

$1.00

pan 11:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.Sat, and Sun. to 9:30
175 SAN AUGUSTIN STRUT

..10. Nita,. is.. Zia Glao.

ammetairs

’ THE SILVER WHIP

CY 4-5045

Mayfair:
Make It a Dinner Date
the best in service,
the finest in food
Start the evening right
Enjoy good food, tastefully
served in a relaxing
atmosphere

THE STARS AND STRIPES
FOREVER"
coil... W.b. Dsits. Page
"TAXI

Saratoga:

THE ’TIE RACK

W66. D1.

THE STARS AND STRIPES
FOREVER"
Plus
TAXI"

QUALITY TIES
For All Oeceskurs
121 $. FIRST
CY 5-5335

THE ALAMEDA
AT HESTER
PHONE CY 3.214
CURTAIN
7 and 0 PM.

.

N

1

St

SUR DEN

Cr/ 0916

111 30000

Jabs M. &math. profersor of
history, will be the prisms&
speaker at the
P.keptie’s
bear ef this inserter, Juvenile;
to Aga Cockrell. Antrum.’ of
the event. The meeting wIU be
held Thursday at 12:311 p.m. is
Roma 8 of the Women’., gym.

House Reelects
Shigens Y oshida

’The Last floliOay’

CREST

’Skeptic Speaker

TOKY0.--f UP)Pro-American
Premier Shigeru Yoshida was reelected by the house of representatives yesterday and won the
right to form his fifth post-war
cabinet and his fourth ’averment
in a row.

JOSE
o45 2.d S. CY7 0253
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11011 HOPE
SOS HOPE ’
I
MICKEY ROONEY
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"DON’T BOTHER
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--Cemoon.on Fa ewe+
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.
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iii
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Noted Children’s Writer San Jose ROTC Professor
Promoted to Captain Rank

To Give Lectures Here

Former lit IA. Ralph E Dillard,
assistant professor of military science and tactics, has been Prsen01ed to the rank of captain, he announced yesterday.
Capt. Dillard has served with
the SJS Army ROTC unit since
September, 1952. Previcenly, he
served with the army military
police force for nine years.
He received his commission following graduation from officer
candidate school in December,
1944. capt. Dillard served an
eight-month enlistment before being commissioned.
During 1945-46 he was an in

Mrs. Frances Om& Sayers will bo the guest of San Joao Stale
college fomorrovi mod Friday, according to Miss Dora Sniffs, head of
the Librarianship dipartment, who arranged fhe visit. Mrs. Sayers is
an internationally !mown children’s Ibrarian and writer and teether of
children’s literature.
Mrs. Sayers will speak twice in
Humor
the Little Theater tomorrow. At II
8:30 a.m. she will address chilDr. Hugh W. Gillis, head of the
dren’s literature classes and the
English department faculty. The Speech and Drama department,
topic will be "The Place of Chil- was the featured speaker at a tea
dren’s Reading in This Modern given Saturday at the San Jose
Age." At 4 p.m. she will speak Women’s club.
The purpose of the tea was to
to student teachers and the Education faculty on "The Hills Be- raise funds for the San Jose Auxyond: An Introduction to Broader iliary of the Children’s Home Society for California, which places
Reading."
SMICIAL OISCOUNT
At 9 o’clock Friday morning children in good homes by adop- T. all Cabs Saila Cliseiss
Mrs. Sayers will speak on "Roads tion.
Pardee, ols, as seises
Ledges
and Bridges" to an audience of
His teak, entitled "We Laughed. of 1 Mom or nem
library school classes and the Li- But Why?", was a discussion of
ORDER IN ADVANCE
brarianship faculty,
$1410.21 00441ITS
the origins of Jokes and other
A tea honoring Mrs. Sayers forms of humor, and why we NI Alsoolos Awe.
CT 441119
will be held from 3 to 5 p.m. on laugh at them.
Friday In, Room 8 of the Women’. gym.
Mrs. Sayers, who was born in
Kansas and raised in Texas,
studied at the University of Texas
fealuring
and the Carnegie Library School
In Pittsburgh. She has taught at
the University of California, UM.
versify of Michigan, and Pratt Institute.
sae was a member of the
staff of the American Library
Open 10 A.M. too P.M. Daily
Associatioa for several years.
Wednesday and Thursday Ennio% 710 9 P.M.
For the past 12 years she was
superintendent of wrk with
Corner of Oft and Sado Clore
children in the New York Public
library. After her retirement in
October. 1062, she moved to Los
Angeles.
Mrs. Sayers is the author of
five children’s books and mang
articles for magazines and professional journals. She also is a contributor to Compton’s Pictured
Encyclopedia.

at Tea

structor in military police tactics
at Fort Sam Houston Texas.
He left the army for two years
in 1946 and was employed by the
Missouri state highway patrol
near St. Louis.
The captain is a native of St.
Louis, Mo. At present, he and
his wife and ten-year-old daughter
are living in San Jose.

SPARTAN’ SAILS II
Wednesday, May 20, 1953

Librarians Visit
Miss Dora Smith, head of the
Librarianship department, Miss
Jeannette Vander Ploeg and Mina
Emily Olson, instructors in the,
department, visited Stockton Friday to inspect school libraries and
the audio-visual aid oenter.
On Saturday, ’Miss ’Smith visited the Camp Stoneman library.

NOW! BUY THAT PORTABLE TYPEWRITER YOU HEED!

UNDERWOOD "LEADER"

STATE BOOK SHOP

USED BOOKS
at reasonable prices

Graduate Dies
In Auto Crash
Near illmaden
Bill Hennessey, former teacher
at Cambrian Grammar school and
a graduate of the college in 1950,
was killed in an automobile accident Sunday morning when the
car he was driving went out of
control on the road from Almaden,
according to his roommate, Seban
Cope, 473 Richmond street.
Hennessey was returning from
a teachers’ barbecue held at Club
Almaden, Cope reported. He was
alone at the time of the accident.

Bay Area Colleges
Deny Hiring Agent
To Weej Out Reds
SAN FRANCISCO (UP)Offlcials of four San Francisco bay
area universities have denied they
employed "counterspies" to weed
out subversive educators from
their faculties.
The university edlielais flatly
coatradleted testimony to that
effect by Richard W.. Conan,
counsel for the (alliarais State
Senate esnmittrie ea un-American sietivitiss.
Combs’ tig Was given in
10 to the US.
Washingtca
Security subcomSenate In
mittee.
Combs saki:
"The ;Ms Ilessie)
:I*,
tee desillisil
cate to
strators
tarty in the
people
et effseleyligaill
who had bed a psselleal emberSW of musterMum in
tailvIllss. es -FBI
and military
sift. This bee boas
teernialW
at least 100 teachHe ales
ers" had been fired by California
colleges and universities ea a result of activities by the State
committee.
11sr001elida at Ii-J_1.
ste Mita eel
’matt a 811, rillesises
eslydesiell Mist say emstelsiose
MEOWS&

1

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
THE ONItERWOOD AGENCY
154 W. SAN FERNANDO
(Between Market I Altneden)

Home of the
KING SIZE HAMBURGER

5 SPOT Drive-Ins
San Jose
Los Gatos
Campbelk
Mt. iView
Santa Cruz._
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Kappa Phi Lists Officers

elected pianist; Mans Menstrand. art;
president of Kappa Phi. wameiVa Ruth Oaltiest, invitations; Mary
Methodist organization. She saci- Ruth mone,tioanor: Rusty Catlin,
pubficjty; sod Virginia Cross,
ree.
ds ’solaria Harklerosd
service.
Other officers are Jean Ewan,
program chairman; Marty Perry,
vice president and pledge chairman: lily Lee, corresponding’ secretary: Ruth Kelsey, recording Twenty-five members or Phi
secretary; Grace Dahl, historian; Sigma Kappa fraternity recently
Geri M edo. treasurer; Betty attended a regional convention at
Beard. chaplain: Donna Harkle- the University of Southern Caliroad, social chairman; Eleanor fornia In Log Angeles. according
Harding. membership: Bobbie Su- to Roger Flanagan, publicity chairgimoto. music: Ellen Bakenbus. man.
-_
Leah Baughman has been

and Gentlemen
Southern .Belles
.

Phi Sig Conclave

YOUR SPRING WARDROBE
Every One of These Items Is
A Must On Your Wardrobe List
SUITS BY WILLCREST & VARSITY TOWNE
SHIRTS THAT SHOW BY ARROW
SLACKS

YOU CAN WEAR

ROUGH RIDER

SHOES THAT WILL WEAR YOU AS WELL
AS YOU WEAR THEM
THE

PERFECT ACCESSORIES

Every one of these items is a must. Every one will add
immeasurably to the wardrobe you effect for Spring.
The Cmeliness is their value: and there are no more
t,mely clothes of quality than those you will find at
THE STORE THAT. QUALITY BUILT

DItErii41:11 11\ the attire of the ’Ks. ire.ittag for tiltnorri, t timing out the door to joka the part) Is
nwpiiia Alpha** ninth annpal IHskliftair to get John Shanooa add Jody Rooa. The annual affair
imager oa) are Ilk k Of unnell. Johan*. Marten*, will be held at the Mous, Diable Country club
abate
by Zimmermann
Jeanie Bennett. Ron florin. and Lee Friday sight.
%rt.
_
_
_
_

J S 11J lUlams
227-233 SOUTH FIRST STREET

1)apper Confederates Will
Deliver Ball Bids Tonizi t
Although fittialli were taken,
some weeks ago. tilik men went T.
1 he
twat convulsions over coats that
iti-costumes that they will wear haril somehow tarried out to be
th, grout Rall Friday night at
largr enough for two. while some
tint
f
in i.,int 0, club
of title trousers made sitting rather ,
difficult.
hartifeI
lamations now hang on she
RI-UPHOLSTERING
. doos of houses where bids will be
Reasonabl Cost
del ’reed by dapper confederate;
Re -Styling
sol ers tonight.
Factory Methods
Right Materials
tilt. Kappa ,
night. when;
a.mtw-rs trieft on the confed.,

’IWO"

I 1.11:ned

at

Ajphia house Monday

,

THE TIE RACK

MARTINOUS RUG &
UPHOLSTERY CLEANERS
()WI
25 UNI01,4 ST

ORIC/NolL5

QUALITY TIES
For All Occasions
121 S. FIRST
CY S-11331

F ,i)
C Y 4444

IT’S TOPS!
CHINESE FOOD
p!epared by

11);04310.60%1411

412 "i6:=q0";tirea

Kein Ting Low
le?

POced to fit
SPICIAL

.Yol or Mart.
;

1

gem lesif

olAÆs
wners"

LNO. SIXTH

CYpreas 4-421
Vie Cofer le hrlies

was 7-10

Sefton nao satieeas mut 00 PWI4. *arc *mamma
WM4 WIWI%

"OURS EXCLUSIVELY IN SAN JOSE"
EUNICE SHAW’S

Pour
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Pitt Avs.
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Sparta

5

,IFC Chooses
by ince Pessetti
!Adobe Creek
goinglI As Dance Site

enVsle.41Witel

Pinned coupks continue to keep Sparta’s merry-go-round
round and round.
Fraternity men and their dates
Theta CM ex-president Dick Gannert and the fraternity’s Dream
will gather at Adobe Creek lodge:
Girl of 1953, IMerle Bedard, announced their pinning Monday evening Saturday evening for the annual l
at a dinner honoring the Dream Girl.
IFC Spring ,dance.
Another Theta Chi. Hal Humphrey, revealed he has given hispin
The dress3 sport alfsir will be
to Sally Fleager of Kappa Kappa Gamma,
held from 9 pin, to 1 a.m.
Gayle Flannagan, also a Kappa, now is wearing the pin of Jim
Jirn Freeman. publicity chair.
Doren, Sigma Nu at Fresno State.
man for the social event, exDick O’Connel relinquished his Kappa Alptih pin to Johnnie plained the dance is not formal
Margetta a Gamma Phi Beta.
because there have been so many
Sue Fuller of Sigma Katipa as presented vith a bouquet of violets formal dances this year.
"We are hoping for a large
by Sigma Alpha Epsilon prexy Bud Callisch when her pinning to SAE
turnout," he said. "If the dance is
Bill Irwin was announced.
was last
as it y
as successful
e
,
r
a
e
Sigma Kappas also learn d
of the pinning
and
Bisbee
of Carol
we will be happy."
Don Weichert of Sigma Chi
Music will be, provided by Larry
Exciabge. . . . exchanges
Cannon.
The Lasixbda Chis recently were hosts to the women of Gamma
Ben Manfre. IFC representative
Phi Beta at a social mixer.
from Sigma Alpha Epsilon, is
’
The lades Of Delta Gamma met with the men of Sigma Nu on a chairman of the dance this year.
Sunday aft
for a joint water ski and boating party at Colero
dam. The
s packed box lunches for the affair. Don and Lou I
Smith, Norn Hirschman, and Clark Gelhaus provided the boats.
The SAB’s and women of Kappa Alpha Theta teld an exclumal
last week ’at Club Almaden.
Just the Girls
.
Sigma $11ppa’s winter pledges honored their big sisters with
Open 3hUr3la4j
circus party,. The big and little sisters attended the illarty attired in
circus costurnes.
The Chi Omegans recently honored their Spring pledges at a
eVfIi,S3 hit 9,00
dinner at the chapter house.

FINE CARS

More Sneaks
The pledges of Pi Kappa Alpha pulled their sneak recently and,
captured Joe Ross, Jim Welchko, and Dennis Redmond. Those luckyl
to escape from the pledges’ clutches were Bob Frechino, Vance Wilson,
and Frank Pisa.

New Officers
Elected by
Fraternities
The Theta Xis, Lambda Chi
_Alphas, and Sigma Nus recently
held election of officers.
Theta Xi
Newly - elected
president of
Theta Xi is NVarren Benson. He
will be assisted by John Hernandez, vice president; -Ronald
Schwartz, treasurer; Waseem
haw’, house manager; Joe Amend.
,ocial chairman; and Richard Men.
flier, corresponding secretary.
Lunette Chi Alpha
Taking aver the dirties of preal:
dent is Dick Wagon. Other officers
inelude Kenny Mitchell: vice president; Don Pryor, secretory; Larry
Beam, trbaineer and house huusager; Yern ;Donnelly, social chairmarifiZorrn Shiller, rushing chairman; and ,George Yeager, pledge
trainer.
Mona Nu
Pledge elms officers are Bob
Henderson, president; Jerry An Ron
Ms, secretary - treasurer;
Stingley. sergeant -at-arms; Ron
deLiale, athletic chairman; Chuck
Beltzj social chairman; Al Carrion,
study chairnuin; and Carter Elliot,
publicity chairman.

TED HAYS
70’ S. FIRST

.CY 7-2010

Job Opportunities for SJS Women
at PACIFIC TELEPHONE
The Telephone Company offers one of industry’s most
desirable positions to coNge women as Service Reprotesstatives.
;alas aft the girls who loolt after a ciatoinettbditkrhone
to
linetit whether if be a request for new Sigreitlit
about
a
bill
change the type of service or information
Ws .job with a good strafing satiny, friendly assecietes.
regolor incroorass, opportunity for advancement and many
other attrective swivels.
MISS VIRGINIA SIMP N w be q:ad to discuss this
in+eresting position with you of the Placement Office on
Mondey. May 25, t4053.
Registretion and eppoinfrnents may be made with +he
Placement Office.

PACIFIC TELEPHONE

So YOU Are Getting Married
then you have 3 things to Remember

The Finest in
Flowers
438 E. SANTA CLARA

GROOM

Sakma4
Wow"

SKIRTS
Look! Your favorite cotton skirls’. At Uinta low prima.
they’ll disappear fast as lee cream soi a bat day. go hurry
for year share.

ir 95
W

40095

Special Purchase Sale

COTTON SKIRTS
499
Its Specially Purchased Cotton Marta go ea tale at a
. $4.11111. A large variety at colon
very special prig*
said ps:intad pallet-as to thaw trim.

AND

BRIDE

fT

FLOWERS
for any
Occasion
CY 2-0462

OPEN
’TIL
NINE
TOMORROW
NIGHT!

S
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Ball Preparation Under Way
The posters are up. bids are on.
sale, and girls are thinking of j
what formal to wear to this year’s;
version of the Senior ball on
June 5.
Under the direction of Rita ’
Raggozzino. committee members
have worked hard to make the
dance possible.
Contra.-ts have been signed.
bid* rua off the press, hands I
contacted. decorations arranged,
publicity planned. and $45 worth
of phone calls expended in preparations for the dance.
Spacious. Bay Meadows Turf
club located near the race track
of horse fame, has been signed.
Bev Brown, in charge of decorations. reports that there won’t be
a theme this year, but the club

Activity Tickets
Available June 1

FRANKIE CARLE

’Melody Master’ Carle
Plays for Senior Ball
liners as Gene Krupa. spud MurWADSWORTH
It,
phy. Jack Jenny, and Toots Mon The "Golden Touch" on the
piano by a ni A-itt e r of melody.,
Featured with Carle at the Seankw Carle. will be the feature
nog lainment at the Senior ball nior ball besides pretty Joan
June 5 in the Bay Meadows Turf Hour, will be Tommy Alexander.
Bennie Tuso, Rene Bloch, Hugh
I IUI).
Allison, Vic Vent, and many
Aided by five saxophones, three others.
trumpets, two !ion-Monts, bass,
According to John Tillotson,
guitar, set of drams, and a %iva.
member of the Senior ball comrictus. chestnut - haired, vocalist,
mittee. Carle will play piano solos
Joan House. nimble -fingered Carle
during the intermissions at the
will caress the crowd with music
dance.
tit the neniorti last big dance Of request of people at the
Carle was signed through the
their college dis
Music Corporation of America
NOW halted is the nation’s
by the Senior Class t’ouncill
toy hotel and theater orchelitra,
early this quarter.
the noted bandleader ha sold
Besides making personal apper"%er li0.0110.000 records In his
ances from coast to coast. Carle
coiorful rise to stardom.
has appeared on the Chesterfield
The toad to the top v. as long Supper club, the Old Gold show,
and impressive. It began when and the Electric hour.
Frankie started studying the piano
tinder hi % tuicle Nicolas Colangelo,
himself a famous teacher el world
1,01%0, at the age of eight.

Gros Brings
World’s Facts
To Senior Talk

That Was the beginning, and
atter a series of ups and downs,
HoliNworsi style, Frankie launched
himself into show business by
writing a wring call "Sunrise SereRobert R. Gros, commentator,
nade"
. . which became neoclassical in two years
interviewer, and world traveler,
will be the guest speaker at the
Heftier his rise to stardom,
Crankle plugged vvay with the Senior banquet Thursday. June
11, in the Scottish Rite temple
hands of ro McP:nelly and Horace Heidi. While with Mernelly, at 7 p.m.
tiros has traveled all over
Crankle worked with such headthe globe. Interviewing the na- -tion’s leaders on kin way.
Ile has observed combat in Korea and Indo-China, and attended
the Panmunjom "Peace Talks."
Twice the speaker has flown the
Impressive ceremonies will high- Berlin airlift.
light baccalaureate services on
His airfares are not academic,
Sunday. June 7, in the Men’s gym.
lie premeds first-band material
Seniors Vk ill begin marching at
objectively, Informally, and uses
2 45 p.m. and the’ services will
humorous anecdotes of the hucommence at 3 pm.
man Jae of government that he
A sermon by Dean Ralph F..
has picked up in his vast travels.
Knudsen, from the Berkeley BapThe banquet is free to seniors.
Ian Diviaity school, will be de - Guests and parents will be charged
I verts1 during the erre
lies
93.50 per person.

liaccalaureate Is
Scheduled June 7

’Forest Pool
BOULDER CREEK
Two Heated Pools
Snack Bar

SWIM
DIVE
littninebftr, whoa It. cold and foggrin $olite Cry:
it. always boaatifill at Forsost Peel!

Tickets to Senior Week activities will he available in the
Graduate Manager’s office June
I through 3.
Seniors will receive tickets
free, but ruests will be charged
from $1.50 to $3, according to
the event.

room will he decorated in the
"sophisticated mode" .of "good
luck" and "horseshOes.
Publicity for the ban will not
be anything spectacular. according to the opinion expressed by
the Senior Clam Council. In a
vote taken recently, they decided to keep the dance an "exclusive affair" and decided not
to flaunt it before the public.

Slan Porter and

Ron it4n,.r
are hanahht the joubileity, which
Includes Wasters by Harry itambly and radio announcenteats.
Tickets will be available to Se.
niors on May 25 in the Graduate
Manager’s office. The price of the
tickets is covered by senior fees,
Otherstudents can purchase tickets in the Library Arch tot $3 a
couple.

’The chip ilhq
Fish Restaurant
FINE SEA FOOD served to you in our
Marine View Dining Room overlooking the famous Santa Cruz Playground and beautiful Monterey Bay.
Your

Hosts

George Goebel, Anton Suk

--
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1,Of Games, Dancing Senior Week Completely Filled
At Adobe Creek
SPARTAN DAILY

The Adobe Creek lodge, located
!near Los Altos, has been reserved
!exclusively for Senior Day, Tuesday. June 9, according to John
1n-flotsam chairman for the event.
IThe day, beginning at noon and
’ lasting until midnigilt. will be
packed with entertainment. Swimming, dancing, horseshoes, volleyball, organized games and competition, and baseball will add to the
day’s fun.
In the evening the seniors will
have their choice of dancing to the
music of an eight -piece orchestra
on the patio or a five -piece combo
Inside the lodge.
Thick slices of barbecued roast
beef, served at 6:313 o’clock in the
evening, will precede the dancing.
According to Tillotson, "There will
be plenty for all."
Tickets are free to seniors and
$3 to guests.

PREPARED FOR senior week activities from sunup to sumps* In
Sandra Macaulay. Sandra wears the latest in beach wear fiddle
she waves her frothy waltz length formal in the breeze.
Photo by Zinissern mut

in

at women
RALLY CURTISS

By
As tholigh June graduation
wasn’t enough of a problem,
there’s always that "what will I
wear" worry for all senior women.
This year, senior doings will require a formal, a dressy dress, a
cotton dress, a peddle-pusher outfit and a bathing suit. These are
musts!
Graduatiqn functions will officialiy begin with the formal Senior
ball, Friday, June 5. The female
graduate will dance the night away
in her lovliest ball gown, which
may be either floor or the newer
cocktail length, according to individual preference.
Nett en the agenda. the will
visit Len’s Village op Julie 6 and
10 for Senior breakfast. Here
she will appear in a dressy after-

HANDWRITING ANALYSIS
KLOTHO McGEE LATTIN
$1.00
Casa Dal Ray Mork*.

Soots Cruz

The breakfast is sponsored bN
Senior Breakfast
’ Lou’s Village Picnic area is the :the Alumni association, and is free
site of Senior Breakfast. Two days Ito seniors- No guests will be perhave been chosen for the break- mitted to attend.
Beach Day
fast, half attending on Monday,
Sant, Cruz sun, and dinner and
June 8, and the other half going
on Wednesday. June 10. Monday’s dancing at the Casa Del Rey hotel
group will have breakfast at 10:15 lin Santa Cruz on Wednesday. June
a.m. and Wednesdays group at Ilk will entertain seniors on Beach
9:30 a.m.
!
flP.111.111=1.=.1110MMIMIIMIIIII.41....

Have dinner at

ZANIES
Try Zanze’s own

SUNDAY BRUNCH

And so, after a week of merrymaking, the seniors will assemble
at Spartan stadium at 3 p.m, on
Friday, June 12, to march in commencement exercises and to receive hard-earned diplomas.
The week’s merry manner will
cease- and a serious atmosphere
will pervade as over 900 seniors
shake hands with President Wahlquist, receive their diplomas, and
thus be graduated from San Jose
State as the "Class of 1953."
Aeniors will assemble at Sparttan field house at 3 p.m. for roll
call. Failure to comply with this
request will exclude a senior from
participation in the exercises, according to a letter from the college
to graduating seniors.
The march will commence at 4
p.m.

ear wnen

Make yours a complete weekend
IN SANTA CRUZ

Santa Cruz- Los Gatos Highway
4 miles -north of Santa Cruz

Climax Nears
For Graduates
01 1953 Class

noon ensenable, possibly of shantung or the new dressy denim.
Senior day at Adobe Creek
lodge will find her decked out in
the latest play clothes. Mix-andmatch outfits, consisting of a
matching halter, peddle pushers
and skirt, would be very suitable
and the skirt could be added for
the evening dance.

Santa Cnta Mil see the smart
senior decked eat in all her
beach finery. In her over-sized
"carry-all’ beach purse, she will
have a cotton dress ready for
dinner and dancing that night.
Hose and heels will be hauled
out once again to go with her
dressy senior banquet outfit. She
will want to wind up this busy
’ week with a very dressy paper taffeta or perhaps raw silk creation. Then, on to the commencement.A- Santa Monica, Calif. ilJP)
The country’s newest commercial
airliner, said to have a top speed
of 410 miles per hour, completed
Admission to all Speech and
maiden flight here Monday.
Drama department productions is its
Douglas Aircraft company officents for students and 75 cents dais
cials said the new transport, the
I general admission.
DC-7, has a cruising speed of 365
miles-per-hour, and will be able
to fly trans-continental and transoceanic schedules faster than existing commercial aircraft powered
either by piston or jet engines.

Served every Sunday
from II 41.111. to 1 p.m.

Twice in Ripley’s Believe It or Not!

/

Enjoy the Best in
Sea Food Dinners
at the

IDEAL

Brookdale Lodge

4,

S

Her. for
31 Years
Phone 310
FRESH FISH TO
TAKE HOME AND
SEA FOOD COCKTAILS

OLIVADS
MUNICIPAL WHARF
overlooking beautiful Monterey Bay. Santa Cruz

The

Pier Bath House

between Ben Lomond and Boulder Creek

Swimming

Cottages

Dancing

Entertainment

COWELLS BEACH
Santa Cruz
Hamburgers

Phone Boulder Creek 8-6433

Milk Shakes
Beverages

Over 4,000.000 Walters in the last 25 years

11.1111401,4 a.elet

7-

RESTAURANT /
FISH

floe place to go is

In Brookdole

*

THIS AND EVERY
SATURDAY
NIGHT

MUNICIPAL WHARF
overlooking beoetiful Monterey Bey. Santa Cruz

giii/007erger,

a

Lorin Cox
0 the pion()

1

Tickets are available in the
’ Speech and! Drama department
office for "Under the Gaslight."
playing May 29-30 and June 2-6
In the Little Theater. John Kerr,
lasscoeiate professor of drama, is
director.

.-;1

RetOr.00OR1

.Mi

Tickets Available

BARNEY MORROW’S
WORLD FAMOUS

For

.Phone 880

New Commercial
Plane Completes
First Maiden Run

Admission Prices

maple 1111.04Nrimpown.isamoommotourrameMORIMINrist PN, ialk,,44110*40111111411,1111Alle

AWN?
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Coronation of Elizabeth haiences
New World of Stylish Royal’ Fashions

Weanestlay, May 90. 1953

Toreador Pants Become
New Collegiate Uniform

the patty" es Broadway has eve,,
above
placed
The coronation of Queen Eliza-, "gracefully
or so the advertisement succumbed to ads fashkustreial.
greatbriankte,"
is
June
coming
II
this
beth
cular in the ’Play She wears a Liam..
is
Shorts, of course, ht sturdy cot- influencing the world of fashion. !reads. The co
The grand old collegiate untforni
beige stocking is aptly esoiel _amoronet hat of white, away.
blonde
1
will
summer
are
the
perthis
denim,Is
duck
and
shirt
,tin
brothers
colors
of blue jeans and
The stylish
Mit h rhileabones.
"Coronation." Anot he
seeing its last days. This year the feet way to beat Ow Runnier heat. bear such names as Elizabethan tit led
feature a star, deco- :Each Queen’s coronation v.11 be
%in
stocking
Blue,
is
the
year
Beau
of
the
shirt
The
Grey,
girls are being seen not only in ;
use, Princess
Order of the Garter. ratiresented on the fashion scene
pedal pushers but in the alien. eatrovert shirt a long skewed. King’s Red, Regal Black and Brit_ ration of the
inspired hats, at- this year, tialia.,,IElizabethan era
.
Navy.
jab
hints
that
garment
Coronation
trim torearjor gants that diminish’, high collared
,pieture hats -which
Fashion, associated with ray- ’ready being seen, include =all introduced
the figure aiid complement the ’ at the dashing personality that
boxy lines of swesters and Jackets. , you really are. It can be worn :n salty and the coronation eere- :glittering crowns and black velvet were- worn by hobles of the !ow -t.
mossy will hold the spotlight. :bands worn at the top of the fore- During Queen Anne’s reign the
Toreado: pants are, as you can ’ at the oaist with an appropriate
tell by their name. an import from: belt and arched over the hips of Ascots, copied from those of the head. The cushioned crown of the draped baroque -turbans ari tri’I he Span’sh influence, tiousers, shorts or a bathing suit. Queen’s guaeds. are expected to hats worn by the Beef-eaters Mimeo were Ovular. Victoria’s age
Spain.
Norman
!guards at the tower of London) saw bonnets ot all types and tall
started a couple of seasons ago ’ Height orange or bold black and, gain new popularity,
’stovepipe crowns:, ’These halt are
wtfen a number of Spanish design-. white stripes are popular.
’ Hartnett, who holds the impree , are having an cspicially wide
expected by fashion experts to re’the er sp, sibort-aleeved blouse
rise title of Dressmaker by sp- fluence.
ers evil, red collections in the Paris _
openinas. and these trousers are 14 a perennial las-mite la bright : pointment to the Royal Family,
Bette Davit In "Twe’s Cons- gain new popularity this surainer.
sod
washed
colored,
easily
is coming out with a whole
one of their most popular innova.
Ironed Cotton.
’
lions.
I series of "Coronation Originate."
The fas mite fabric for play 1 Novelty hose are being accented
As fee pedal pushers. the girls
Must themiss old favorites. You : clothes, of course. Is denirk in its i with coronation motifs. "Crown"
very w he?.. tra4tional faded biole. pituffhls and; bone shows a pearl -studded crown
---- tsiU see tires
around pools, at the beach, and new plaXls and prints. A fabric inTheir esteem! : novation this year Is Lars Min N , c
I. the parks.
comfort and practicality make Cloth, a new cotton. It is efutniat least one pole a mitt 111 every ’ hi ay-lik. material that needs no
pressing. A wonderful labor save;-. rt
wardrobe.
Bermuda shorts. which you may it comes in a variety of plain (1tve
,
has.- herd ish.esit froas the college colurs and. patterns.
girls in ’he Eart. can h. found in
Some other fabrics, whose prac- ,
184 SO. FIRST
the local stores, but are net being ..aj
will sell them Mune- .
oorn much it:’ California coeds. l
There’s more than meets the
idiately. ate Virara, Acrilan, Dyne!, :
They are sery comfortable little
eye in this year’s cotton dress!
panto that are cut :If ( just above Cliromespun, orlon. dacron. and f h
Y
th- knee and an- !taus ly worn nylon. These are an comparatively owe their perky freshness to an
with km(’ ktofth stocking’s. The new :fabrics, brought to us by the "under -cover" partner, the crinoname conies (torn the short trous- nation’s chemists. Mast of
them lin slip
ers that th men of the topics
wash easily, dry quickly, and need ;
A few years ago, crinolin was
Noe adopts-it f’h comfort during
no ;rotting.
%VI) hot ..cather
used only as a stiff material for:
children.’ party costumes. No one I
ever dreamed it would become en;
indespengible part of every woman’s wardrobe some day.

,.. virtu...,

Thoughts Turn
And Formals
Take Spotlight

01

rittolin Slips
Cotton
A Perky Look

Spring lirings
Unshod Coeds
To Campus Eye

There seems to be quite a few
In spring ,i (lung. man’s fancy
lightly turns to thoughts of bane-, girls on campus who are suffering
But from a style fad whicti could be
hall or -surfing or Jostirn:
e% cry se ing, all young women be. called "claustrophobia of the feel."
As the days of Spring become
gin wondering what they wi:1 wear,
warmer. feminine foot -gear he.
11) the coming spring formals
In all the dountown store win- enniesuoticeable by its absence,
doos, dreamy i luskas of pale.,
In place of the "old time
quit> net fbrinals may be sem
style of tennis sham, denim, and
The gleaming jeweled colons weir& skint* bobby mos, designed to
to beckon you to come Inside and I skew oft a tan leg and keep the
try them on. But, let’s taco facts..1- aloe, unattractive part of the
the price toffs prbbably
foot concealed, the new tread
It wouLl Lai saltright if there’ Was; _Maoists of two pieces of wood to
only one dance, but you are plan-., walli upon and .twe Piece* of
string to tie the wood oa the
pine On three or four.
Let% look at !Ms Using seabottom of a young lady’s feetNobly, Mather will suggest that
Main feature of these shoes s
yon wear host year’s demo svhisas ’ Mat ;they daringly display ten
Is
PrfectlY good, bat of toes usually notieably pale from
room% this Is out of the quea- ’being encased in a shoe all ’.tinter
non. Young oomen of today-which grasps in vain for some
don’t do things like that, If they’ sort of traction when milady Is
can be helped. And mrpfirdnelY
enough, they ran be avoided.
same men have suggested
I)td rots ever think if remodel- that the girls Maker go coming your old formal No ideas, you pletely barefoot or wear string
Jas. Well, just pick tip any cur- sandals only oa moralism outrent fashion magazire and thumb goes, such as gab* to Santa
through the pages till your "ye Cows;
Now. si udy
lights On -the" dress
thviously, on such occasions,
It. clessely.
Perhaps ’Iv that theio will be otheindistractions for
oequined soli that lou admire to her audience to eonaider besides
a
Much. white :moo old formal is ITV111i1adt nf awkward toes seemplum
ingly hi Id togither by wood and
Thera as problem at :an_ In
ease you didei!t know, every deportroyat stn -e has a nertiona department when th s
string
rhinestones. sequins and
.4
pearls, seiset ribbon and mans
.o
al-tint-tat
asonrtt d
kinds

Pun

Ina il14COLN

Theo a smart designer hit
upon the idea of using It as
ruffle wader cottons to semituate their fullness, The idea
worked, sad
bingo, erinolin
barged tutu the. fashion world.
Mamatairtairerts sewed a strip of
this wonder materrial Just above
the hem-hiss of their dresses for
add -d flounce. Gaily -colored undee-slipa of taffeta has erinonn
panels added to take them stick
out, (’riss/11;a was everywhere!
Today, it is used in most all un.
del clips to accentuate gracefully
Haired skirts. It is easy to care
for because it requires no washing.
In
(sat, water will transform the
.
stiff material into cheese cloth,
if by magic. When it wrinkles, a
touch of the iron is all that is
I needed
to bring it back to life.
;
Yes, crinolin is the necessary in.
credient of each summer outfit
that never Meets the eye.

air

I

McDonald Tailor
31 E. SAN ANTONIO

SUITS
$39.50 and up
SLACKS
Also .41terations

WS VILLAGE

hon.e..Aind
Now. let s
eusaibli a little lefi-m or net
plus 14 flew NV11,1 1114.: can he
tiatixfolined into a fie:ill-trimmed
rink ft thfit net ese
’,hide
int, i
It. r.!:ip st inch tit crick
totI plain stri:i
foriiisi
char
..ippent
ntirel%
il tker shade id
eh et riti
bon ’’’ii
bastr.1
formai
top, eszt.intag Ill- -151" nt thdrys,. 5 selkel buti .11 the i’.tilt
oith at .-eomer-, trice g
the shirt etriat-s
!Hugest’
A w.ile
[used
P atin will Iran -to-hi
10:.in
Into a fon hior-plate
Ineci-tematett satin ourvii--, Si’.’ nci deft
rompicte this nsrartliI.There art’ ho limits to Wyss. You
will probably be- surprisei at siair
designing &Wit y once you begot.
Anyway, it . heats just %%inskny
shopping and wishing.

110011,

WE CAN ACCOMMODATE 1000

vitmawisiva

WY on. CAP-0

WHAT FUN! FADED BLUE
DENIMS BY CAROLE CHRIS

FAMILY DINNERS
Every
$1 V%
Sunday
i

$ FLOOR SNOWS NITELY

And Shirley Allen chooses fashiotl-whe
denims dazzled with white.
Booed C5m;so1e. 30-36
Tape,ed Pushers. 10-20

$2.98

$3.98

VIP..

C,

-4

;

;

’
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9

or

open daily 9-30 to 5.30 thursdays tit 9:00

When summer sun lure* you to the beach, see us for swim sults admirably designed to make you
glamorous "eye-taare. fashioned with the know-how of nationally known makters, those, arm
swimsuits with the utmost in isrtt.i:tr

cut

tailoring and water -loving colors for strenuous acp.ranc antics

A Rose Marie Reid biciorner suit
,wcmn by Pat Hoffman. Brown, blue, pink
Sims 72-38.

and goLl

25.00

Jantsen’s two-piee suit wom by
Ruthann Duncan.

pink

Ohl*

and biatir.

.iires 32-40.

15 95

C. Catalina swimsuit worn ey
Gloria

)lion

Green, white stripes.
:Ales 3248.

14.95

0 ,:otio of California suit worn by
t..rotyrt Jansen.

Mats& fabric.

gold, blue.

Stops 3146.

25.00

si.tos.4 floor,

-

4

.4101.

Ft-het.

’

by Zimmerman
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"Re 4rt.4 Pop
By P. J. ROSSMANN

Debators Reach Third Round-9
Tto Be Chosen Today

Finaluits

Four teams will compete In the ’sponsors of the winning team.
third round of the novice debating !Sigma Pi, social fraternity, holds
tournament this afternoon at 3:30 I last
year’s
trophy. is sponsored by
tournament
The
o ’lock
Dehat mg in room 157 will be Art! the forensic squad and is under the
Butler and Harry Heffner, hide- tdirection of Bill Tyler, debate
pendenf, on the ’a ffirma tive
manager.
and Dick Russo and Bud Tennant,
In4epent1.-nt, on the negative side,
Judges will Is. Steve Wilson,
J.hti Shockley and Betty Moore.
John Rogers and Jack Aho, torn.
1- Mr:tits. will meet Ted Foley arid
Leta Timerlake consultant in
.lo Rossmann, Spartan Daily, in
Eal-y anti Miss Roos- speech improvethent and correcRoom
wino will debate the negative side. Bon for the Santa Clara county
Jurlges for the match will be schools, will explain the use of
Luthei Clark, Betty Leddy and story telling in speech correction
work at the story telling hour to(1,hek Misneine
Marty Smith and Joyce Rey - day at 7:30 p.m. in Room Pi of the
representing Chi Orriega Women’s gym.
1.. A.
Mrs. Marion Garthwaite, author
drew a Iic
Thc dehate subject is earning a of several childrens’ stories, will
Inc versus learning to live. The also tell stories. Students particiatfirmai
side will give the argU- pating will be Mrs. Alice Herman,
Norma Johnson, Richard
lot- vneat ions I
men t
training Mrs.
%, tole the negative side argues for Dirmnitt and Walter Symona.
Members of Dr. Dorothy Kaucha general .-diteational
Ten teams started in the match er’s story telling classes will be
The finalists hosts. Gertrude Jansens is in
Ni,mday afternoon
will he given a Choice between de. charge of the program lung in a public match on
A story hour for kindergarten 4.:impus or before the Campbell primary children will be held May
1,ogh school student body.
27 at 2:30 p.m. at the Delta GamA trophy will he given _to the ma house.

Expert To Explain
Speech Methods

lassifieds

IMen’s Honorary Music Fraternk
To Give Concert Tomorrow Night
A male chorus will be featured
on the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
concert tomorrow night at 8:15
o’clock in the Morris Dailey audiThere wilt he no admission
torilim.
charge, according to Dan Knowles,
publicity chairman.
The program V( vocal and instruinental selections is the first
concert sponsored by the national
honorary music fraternity.
Rlinewies. a baritone. will Mug
"Rea Moeda" and "1 Came With
A /king." "Trade Winds," "Pilgrim noug," sod "1:11 Prevents
II Mar" will be snag by William
Seimettler. beritese.
Tenor Reger essidler will slag
-Is Fleur quo to Dismal* iPttO,"
"Tom Gal" and "11/1eau Soft."
Instrumental selections include
---0

ass Reads Play

Members of Dr. Lawrence Mouses oral reading class will give a
reading of a contemporary American drama at 330 p.m. today in
Room 8 of the Women’s gym,
Jean Perry will be narrator.
Reading Will be Joe 1
Rue, Don
Hart, Stu Schwalbe, Jerry Charle.
bolo Joyce Osborn Darwin Hageman, Andrew Howard and Tom

Rapni

ding, Des Hannon. Ray Johnson. Dan Kastrries, Al Kilmer,
Al Lebnian, Jlin Lebsa, Terence McCann, Dick Magary,
Ernie MU, 114TINI Maynard,
Murray Ralph, Ray Ramey, Gerald Saxon, Rill Schneider. Eugene Small and Eugene Sterling.
Eugene Sterling is general chairman of the evening. Roger Conklin
is fraternity president and William Etiendson, associate professor of music, is adviser.

Chorus members are Ray Al sin, John Altenburg. Jack Butler, Larry Clemens, Roger Conklin, Pat Daugherty, Mel Di Salvo, Rudolph Foglia, Irvine Old -

THE TIE RACK
QUA’

Fc-

HEY GIRLS!

Has

"THE
SHIRT"

Rogers.

The tiny will be read in the
stlye used in the faculty production of "The Grass Harp."

Debators To Give
exhibition Match

Stolen
from
the
Men

Four members of the forensics
squad will discuss unicameralism
In an exhibition debate before the
senior class of W’fflow Glen High
school tomorrow afternoon at 1:30
o’clock.
Luther Clark and Betty lefkly
will represent the negative side,
while Tom Rogers and Chuck Maneine take the affirmative side
Dr. Lawrence Mouat, associate
professor of speech, and squad director, will accompany the quar-

Remain’. Coldspot refrigerator,
FOR RENT
rn hod apartments two years old, for 40 per cent of
for International students at Col- original cost (price: $150). Call at
b ge United Nations building.’ 212- 365 E Santa Clara street, Apt. A.
29111 R Seventh Inquire 311 East between 3-6 p.m.
IMO Chevrolet coupe with 194g
St=1.00, CY 4-8724.
sessMo:
r
Completely motor, good tires. If interested call
fitrnished four room apartment, CV 1-9890.
IF on,
rid el
A. V-8 Engine, tet.
three Mocks off---rampus Will acUnicameralism is one of the decommodate 4-5 persons. $83 per excel condition. $225. Apt. 90.
riamth. Available June 11 to Sept. W- Spartan City or CY 2-1446 bate subjects selected ’lot’ the year
by the Northern California Foraftri 5:34) p.m.
1, (’Y 5-5125
ensics association.
FOR RENT
ransusser workers: Here is the
Ideal location for students, two
Apartment available for sum blocks from the American Can mer session
room for 2 or 3.
company $20 a month, kitchen call cy 3-3088 after 6 p.m.
p ri ci le gra ,
cooper* t V(’
between
Four room furnished house, wall
students. You are on your own- to wall carpeting. Twin beds,
house is. completely furnished. fences. yard, imindry lac.. garage.
Phone CY 3-9724, 14115 S. Eighth
Close in Prefer working girls $90
st reet
month CY 4-0472
Stilt SALE
EMIT
likarpeet ear on campus’ 1944
Three Hass tabulated note book
i’lymolith special deluxe, , on Mai 11 or 12. Badly needed.
ridio. heater, white culewalls, new liPlease return to information ofl
deuxe
seat covers, left and right flee. John R. Turner.
turn signals, new paint, spot light.’ -it at here It is
17 horns including........
F. t of Mr. horns’ Must he seen to
I’.’ appreciated Csil for appointment
MondaN till (Nigh Friday
CV 5-6331
11141 Plymouth cli coupe In
. scellent condition
Phone AX
6 3526_

s

1"Piano Concerto in D Major." Kay
Raney and Nettie Woodward;
"Minuet" and "Sarabande," Ger’ aid Saxon and Donald Harmon:
Murray
land -Mikrokosmos,"
Ralph.
"Concert Fantasy," Irvine Gid!
017;
Sterling,
and
!droinrg
Rudolph
mode
’
and Sterling: "Paduana,"
!Foglia
Larry Clemens, Byron Maynard,
Foglia, Gidding, Harmon
The fraternity chorus under the
direction of Knowles will begin the
concert with "Hail Sinfonia" and
"Red and Black." They also will
, sing the Phi Mu sweetheart gong
I:directed by Eugene Small.

Wiiitv, pint,. btu., rash.) toofortued
oxford cloth byttoitclown collar
mad. by rooft’s shirt factory jint
for you io shops 10 to 16.

161 South First Street

Girls’ All White Saddles
Elk Leather Uppers

You handle the rest.

nt to work part-time
from I p m to
p m. Monda through Friday,
or will take two to work every
other day. No experience necessary Hu must be reliable and
willing to work. Starting wages,
$1.10 an hour Call Tom’s Service Center, 599 N. Fourth street.
MR ’ALE
lorred Model MA
$75 or work
trade for ’40-41 coupe CY 2-7405
550 R. Ninth street.
lit

ariAire

Long-Wearing
Composition
Soles

thtlon

We’ll take care of
your hair.
LA ELEGANCIA

Widths AA-$-C
Sizes to 10

BARRI* SHOP
11W. H. JOHN
JIM a Mask oboes Rest Shoot

The Biggest Day In His Life
firellooffon End of a Cloepter
Graduation is the end of the formal education end the
beqinning of Ail entirety now way of if.. Show your graduating friend your good whites with an appropriate cord
from .

’RUG’S GIFT & NOVELTY SHOP
III R. SAN ANTONIO

CY 341132

MORE MILES TO A SALLENKAMP

GemenKatirps
Th
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klany Spring Quarter Engagements
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)owns-Liefrinek
Homecoming Queen Patsy Lief.-1
nnck added her name to the list
of brides-to-be recently when she
announced her engagement to Jim
Downs.
Patsy, the daughter of the T. F.
Lie frincks of Santa Rosa, is a
senior music education major. Her

New Adolriatk
Remembers to Retract
...0 hen you forget
$200

1/Deep-Illue
lisg-Ink dries
instantly won’t
kt,i_ won’ t smear,
sten stein, weal
transfer.
itsndi Oust/Una
control and pocket-cap
reiesse eliminate need
for bothersome cap.
Rust -proof, tarnish.
proof stainless steel
and Tenite pots held
beauty foresee.

lit Point
automatically
retracts when you
slide pen in pocket;
ends ink stained
costs and shirts.
V King-Sias
urtridge giveS
up te hake
the writing
,.Is.
Monk by it
Mee.4.4orate
el Choy
tininess
tisssilins

Chossiot kp Itasokrt
ittiosonsis of N4111, ans used
Is boots siN
---

H MT’S
ST .4TIONERY
Street Fioor

activities on campus include playing the lead role in last year’s
Revelries production "Kiss Me
Hello," and appearing in this
year’s "Hey Mac!" She also is
president of the Seeker’s, a college Methodist organization.
Jim, a June ’51 graduate, is
working for a special secondary
social science credential. He has
been the leader of the anti-disl
crimination movement on campus
and is head of the Rutgers letter
committee. Before receiving his
AB he was a member of the boxing team and served on the
Spartan Daily staff. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Downs
of Cardiff.
Wedding plans are indefinite.

H

Dinners at Popular Prices
1

she was ASB corresponding secretary,
a
member of
Black
Masque, and was listed in Who’s
Who in College 1951. A recreation major, she now is employed
by the fity YWCA.
Willard, a senior business administration major, is planning on
taking a commission in the Navy
following his graduation next
month.

Tvler-Bresee
Following
sorority
tradition.
Carol ISyd1 Bresee passed a box
of chocolates among her Delta
Ze/a sisters when she announced
her engagement to Robert Tyler
of Phi Sigma Kappa.
The couple is planning an October wedding in Oakland.
Penrose-Joerger
Syd is a business major, and
From the Kappa Kappa Gamma ’Robert is majoring in merchansorority house comes the news dising.
that Gloria Joel-ger is engaged to
SthlPyler-Dittemore
Richard Penrose, a Sigma Ciri
Carmel will be the setting for
Gloria- is a junior edducation
major. while Richard is a junior the June 13 wedding of NancyH
Dittemore and Jim Schuyler. The!
majoring in economies.
wa.s
ancouple’s
engagement
Wedding plans are indefinite.
nounced Monday evening at the
Degnon-Brooks
Sigma Kappa and Alpha Tau
Recently
announced
at
the Omega chapter houses.
Gamma Phi Beta sorority house
was the engagement of Nancy Crawford -Dm ajan
Eleanor Davajan announced her
Brooks to Dick Del:non. a March
engagement to Don F. Crawford
graduate.
Nancy is a senior occupational Saturday evening at the Alpha
therapy major. While on campus Omicron Pi annual Spring CotilDick was affiliated with Sigma Pi lion.
Eleanor is a senior art major
fraternity. A journalism major,
Don attended
he served as wire editor for the from Modesto.
Washington Stale college and San
Spartan Daily Vinter quarter.
No wedding date has been set Jose State.
by the young couple.
! Pilkingion-Becker
the Central
A wedding at
Gordon -Bayne
Lutheran church in Oakland June
Individual book -matches bear- 6 followed by a year’s study in
ing the names Gloria and Rex Norway is planned by Roaella
and a poem inscribed upon an Becker and William C. Pilkingoversized match cover served to ton jr.
of
engagement
the
announce
Ftesella attended the University
Gloria Bayne to Rex Gordon at of California before receiving her
of
Alpha
Chi
a recent meeting
degree from State in March.
Omega sorority.
William recently was awarded a
is
Gloria, a journalism major,
Fulbright Scholarship for study
from San Francisco. Rex is an in Norway. He is a graduate of
accounting major from Woodland. California Institute of Technology
The freshman couple plans a in Pasadena and will receive his
Sept. 11 wedding in San Fran- Masters degree next month.
cisco.
Hiatt -Willson
Willard -Rai ley
Nadine Willson, president of
Wedding bells will ring June 6 Alpha Phi sorority and a junior
recently an for Laverta Railey and Walt education major,
Willard.
The couple’s engage- nounced her engagement to Chuck
ment recently was announced at Hiatt, a junior animal husbandry
the Alpha Chi Omega and Sigma major at the University of CaliNu chapter houses.
fornia at Davis.
Laverta was graduated from the
Stuart-Kopher
college last year. While on campus
A September wedding is planned
by Joan Kopher and Marty Stuart.
Joan, a junior education major, is
affiliated with Alpha Phi sorority.
Marty was graduated from San
Francisco schools and now is employed as an architectural engineer.

CUSHION CREPES
FOR SPRING!

Put extra "Spring" into
your step with Duflex
Cushion Crepe. Truly
a wise buy for the
sharp guy at a
low. . . .
Other styles
5.95 to 9.95
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FAMOUS BATHING SUIT

levered by RITA HAYWORTH
Now featured le "SALOME"
CA SEAMOLD by Flex**
A perfect example of matchless figure flattery
garland of gold on dramatic BLACK or WHITE backgrounds
fatur;ng the NEW SARONG SKIRT.
*BUILT.IN BRA
STORY
LOOK TRUE
’Shown in LIFE
SEVENTEEN
NEW ARRIVALS DAILY AT COETA’S
See Then, at

The Unesrol In "Aroend the Clock" Wontrrn’s Weer
CY 2.1729
1245 THE ALAMEDA
Visit Cons.’s NEW Bi idol and Formal Disportmert
LORI.AINE SAICH
Campus RpressoriNiSive

/1111111111111111
t B0Y

it’s

What a treat with

/9c &mph:4
Sc Coffee
Plus: Television --- Friday
Nite is Fight Nite
.

OPEN TILL
354 L SANTA CLARA

COLLEGE BOWL

. . features

CAPEZIO "SKIMMERS"
cool, comfortable, classy,
summer skimmers
in a host of colors

8.50

9.95

MORE MILES TO A GALLENRAMP

gegenxam,s

just arrived . . . the shoe for your summer wear
. . . in white kid and linens
tinted free to match your favorite summer outfit.

The Friendly Stores with the Yellow Fronts
136 SOUTH FIRST, SAN JOSE
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135 SOUTITI FIRST STREET
your charge account invited
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Killatti"cf /Nom
The Personnel Tests A ere birch
lorch- wlll be the word next year. Things will no longer be
"teal gone- on tits SJS campus, neither will they be -Grimy." EverySiting will be -torch."
That is it will be torch if enough Campbell high school students
enrol here. It is torch in the twelfth grade now, and, no doubt the
:_:et "round
set!? An introsert? Do you tit in
high school senior., at Saturday night gatherings of
alum: it It h seniors from other
the Better Petunia Growers? Do
twist high school" who hate de - you tie your own .shoelaces, or do
(eel to tato. the plunge into you need help? Do you feel as
higher education, took the per - though you ale being watched? Do
Satordat. "i hey you like to read hooks? Do you
%ono,’
bought (h. test’. w ere real enioy mustard on hotdogs? Do ,ou
Sore-h.
hate: all nien a:th red mustaches?
Remy other the peronne! tests" Do you feel guilty ? Do you feel
They start yoti off with a simple as
you
were being
though
giarnmar school exercise k etched 7
You show sour disdain for such
It shout this point you look
irtyla by giving only facetious
up to notice that the- proctor
ensvee. Later they tell you that
went,’ to hate a Waage gleam
it sits an. irtellitteriee test.
The beginning is no indication In h4n ..e,’111 he v. stetting mer
too wonder. Cringing, you peer
of %%hat folios:. You arc told that
at the students around you, who
’ s’ .10141.4 4 I.4) what is 3) 4xy
2 y.’3:sy t? They A ant to had seemed friendly enough before. Now that all seem to be
knots it trio know tt hal rnt
’stitching secu from the corners
land I. dia upposedly came from
of their eyes.
Rs the time you flininh you I
Whitt that you had Joined the I Last year a coed grew so frost.
Nays eir some to aurit after all. Jrated, while taking the test, that
t en. fascinating part of the tem .she tore her answer sheet into
to diseoyer the "real ’ribbons and ran. screaming, from
1!designrd
yee’l 4 tint irnee sett that hides be- the room. It took a special psyhente layers of ci as matter in the chological resp:rator to revive her.
soleeeeloilsBut I
%re tint (hr life ol the lnYwaI’
party
Is the fir., quest Ion.
Remembering the party last d
night, too mutter, "
yoh
oh
A%
boy,
11(1Y f )11.
aril I eter!" as you Itiackrn the
The woolen of Alpha Chi Omega
yeiii" space.
recened a h.,: pound box of chocgo drew) the line -if Mates Monday evening from ths
As
110,".! iris yes,
atKell to decide ’aipro"ity’s alumni chapter for lead sea h t hittxs
ott: extro- ing the campus in scholarship.

w, .td

’hi()

Color -- Gone

Student Calls
Police School
’Finest’ in U.S.

By DON DeMAIN
A masculine sartorial conservatism seems to be creeping across
(hr campus. While the women are.
exhausting the supply of colors
and pastels in a frantic pursuit
By JIM CHOATE
for originality, men are apparentOne of the most interesting ly harking back to the days when
things which sire k.’nescomers to Just plain old primary colors
San Jose State college is weekly reigned.
appearance of men about the, One tochcation is the gradual,
campus clad in blue police uru- disappearance of the argyle sock.;
forms. Perhaps the newcomers’ There was once a time when no
first impression is "Man, they self-respecting young man would.
must really be strict around appear before the public eve withhew"
out these irridescent foot gar-,
Actually MP*/ uniformed men ments.
are police majors enrolled In
Neon ankles were the order of
colleife Attire department under
the direct ion of Willard E. the day, and men vied for thej
Nehmidt, who has speat insay mcst resplendent. Sweatshirts,
years in the fleklwof law enforce- gumrm, levis and scuffed loafers
all were unseen once a 300-watt
ment.
view.
The SJS Police department has argyle sock was exposed to
been rated by employers as one ’ Men strove for style supremacy
of the: finest in the nation. The: by trying to melt their competiaims of the police school as laid; tors with radiating ankles.
All that is receding into the
down in Mr. Schmidt’s book!
"Occupational Training for Law past. Seldom do you see today a
Enforcement in California State! well -heated ankle.
Colleges" state that proper training of law enforcement officers
results in preventing a major portion of crimes.
Mr. gelunidt train’s his student. In all of the tools -seeded
by the modern peace officer.
They receive training In gunnery, law, penology, criminology,
Judo, court pr or ed ii re, and
many other law etiforcement
methods.
Robert W. Beveridge. junior
, police major who has achieved the
rank of sergeant of placement this
quarter has high praise for the
SJS police curriculum. "It is my
opinion that this is the finest
,police: school in the United
!States," at
Beveridge. He
feels al,o that Mr. Fehmicit is extremely qualified to head the department

Learn to Draw and Relax in a
‘Classroom in the Sunshine’
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A dream of a bra
There’s Nothing
Cheep About
This Chick

Whenever
I go out
to din*, I
&ways insist
r
en the flees..
Its not Me
most itqatiasiva
places the I
Ilk. theogls.
My favorite is
RENDEZVOUS
and prices there
Sr. chicken feed.

for very slight figures!

/Nazar* e7 omer
Maidenettc* bra now in AA cup
It hut famous Maidenette is designed in an
AA cup, plotted and planned to make the very moalt
of your tiny curves! This newest Maidenette fits
the smallest figures perfectly, gives wonderfully
rounded lines, a fashiottabl) shapely look!
White broadcloth, AA cups in aims 34) to 36...1.50

tunewi or an

*ft Lao,

oil churl..

91(th and
’iof to ClePit
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last

Cut

By RITA PATTERSON
s
TO A FEAST
The tins*: Any lime during the day. Monday through Friday. E-7The piece: Steffy old clasuoom, probsibly one of those sweltering
bertock. The scene: A classroom full of sedentary students, wishing
Whether vou come in =1
they ware outs7d in the warm, bright, Spring aisnahleti.
Action: A group of laughing, happy. carefree people walk pest Bfor "coffee-and" or a
the stuffy old clessroorn. seat
- - - -= complete dinner, youll =
themsely es on the ins ’tine green the .4rt office. and whenever an
art
ittudeat
= enjoy
.
feels
that
artistic
jaw n, pull tetit their pencils arid
=
every minute,
Urge, he lists Ills name, place he

du
ing boa: de a ter beteln their urg
athes to sketch, and time, lie =
"clasnroum in the sunshine.?
Icou’re right If you think 1/ then becomes) one of the lucky
- Nutt% 0 enrolled in the wrong
etas. %ben .ti A‘ f such scene., I Popular :ocalra for sketch trips =
ton hate. For Mpring quarter are Alum Rock park (where the
=
is detinitelY
the time
to detelop ,artist encounters geologists, botan-1
that artistic talent you know lets; etc., Ric() engaged in pursuingl=
raltsl he there *omen here. Take i natitre I Almaden Road, the Rosi- =
Sri eatirses, as many as possible, ,crueian Museum, and numerousj=
and enjoy the great o utdoo r.. other spot of beauty around San l
1J% help learning, of courne.
.
’Jose
Those groups of artists.al.work ,
A word to the wise Should be !
t"1=
the,
e" 811"""‘I
campus t h"" . Mit ficient --enroll in Art courses
sunny days toe peobably "’milers , next Spring quarter.
of one 01
clas.t
Drawing
t itt
tool
A.B.CI
125
Wet Toilet 027C1 et Design and!
Ceroposoon WIC. Not on’Y lo
hey sk telt scenes mound campus
hitt "Ito picture...nth. .1511, atoms!,
’ii’i
al anoto sheets are 1)00.11 in
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1595 SOUTH FIRST STREET
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Discrimm. ation Crack -Down Slated
For Columbia Campus Organizations
Illtroin the NPW York Times
Columbia university has decided
tO withdraw recognition by Oct. 1,
1960, from all campus organizations. except religious groups that
deny membership because of an
applicant’s race, color, or religion.
The action was announced yesterday by the Committee on Student Organizations, a supervisory
student - faculty _ administration
group. It reflects the consensus of
Columbia college students as expressed in a referendum held last
keek.
The ban strikes directly at
the discriminatory’ practices of
Wine fraternities,which have been
hotly debated, issue not only at
Columbia but also in colleges over
hiel, country since the end of the
hist war and the heavy influx of
ieterans to campuses.
The prohibition is similar to that
already in force at Amherst ool.
lege. the University of Connecticut and Dartmouth college, and
one projected for the University
of Michigan. At the University of
Connecticut four of the 18 fraterhiities severed ties with their national organizations as a. l’esult of
the ban. They ’were the chapters
of Lambda Chi Alpha, Sigma Nu,
Kappa Sigma and Sigma Chi.

chapter of Phi Delta Theta for the national organizations have
pledging a Jewish student.
not yet been informed of the 1960
The Columbia action flies dideadline.
rectly. in the face of a ’resolution
Presidents of the four discrimiadopted last year by the National
Interfraternity conference, which nating chapters. whose combined
declared that "any attempt to re- membership is 180, either would
strict or regulate" the right of a not comment on the deadline or
college fraternity to choose its could not be reached. However,
own members was ’’an inadvis- members of Zeta Beta Tau said
able interference with the funda- they were hopeful that offending
mental right of free association clauses would be removed at their
guaranteed by the United States national convention this summer.
Constitution."
The committee resolution, passed
unanimously on Friday, stated;
that: Columbia wished to protect I
the student’s freedom "to select i
friends and associates according ;
to personal interests and tastes " ,
against "interference by persons
or groups outside of the uni.er.
;From the Minnesota Daily
The statement added that "the ,
Princeton officials had their
committee sincerely hopes." that , values jolted the other day when
the
discriminating
fraternities I they received a letter from a mid "will assure the freedom of choice western girl
addressed to the
for its members at Columbia well !Dean of Womenl;
in advance of the date now finally
"I am sincerely thinking about
fixed."
attending your university and
Attempts to eliminate discrimiwould like some information In
natory fraternity practices have
regard to tuition, board. books atid
provoked :continual debate on the
a part-time job if possible.
campus. In November, 1950, the
Some information on the size
college student board, acting on a
Two of these Sigma Nu and referendum, suggested that the of the school and the campus and
the situation of the dorm and sorSigma Chi-- have local chapters at committee set a 1936 deadline.
other
Columbia university that have
In 1951-52 the committee ques- ority houses along with any
been reluctantly enforcing the dis- tioned 16 national organizations information would be desired."
criminatory provisions of their na- represented on the campus as to
Assistant Dean of the College
tional organizations. Two other whether their laws contained dis- Hamilton Cottier, did the honors
chapters
at
Columbia
fraternity
criminatory provisions. Last month He told her Princeton does not acZeta Beta Tau and Alpha Sigma : the interfraternity council, Pam- cept women students.
Phi are in similar position.
phratria, noted "the involuntary
At other colleges where no ’ discrimination forced on Columformal ban has been enacted. bia chapters by their national conthere has been a series of revolts stitutions" and asked the commitSANTA BARBARA - - Destrucby local chapters against the poli- tee to relay the university’s atti- ;
giant walls of !
cies of the national fraternities, tude after a student referendum. tive tsunamis
The referendum indicated that sea water created by .an earth- ;
revolts that have usually ended ;
quake or submarine disturbance I
the
either with expulsion or .resigna- 1,1,011 of the 1.551 voters
tion of the chapters. The most re- !college has 2,300 students -- fa- race across the ocean like a crulacent of these was the February voted the setting of a deadline. ing jet plane and yet are seldom!
expulsion of the’ Williams college ; According to committee members, noticed by shipi at sca.

Sincere Lass
Had Hopes of
Princeton Life

Mansfield Jaunts
By the makers of BOSTO.VIANS

wear them with a

JAUNTY AIR
they follow the trend
to lighterweight,
leisure living.
Maple
Elk
Cush -N -Crepe
Sole

MANSFIELD

Jsusis are making their presence felt

everywhere. Ease and comfort are prime considerations.
They provide an important part of your summer footwear needs. Team up handsomely with slacks and lighterweight clothing designed to beat summer swelter
Change summer perspiration to summer inspiration. Get a pair, Tonsv! Start living.

SUN Ft.N!

Fast Water

Witch For The

1

Milk Shakes Made with
Meadow Gold Ice Cream

KINGSS RmirsanE

h
I
Jose
RrsttuoSN

.

Featuring: 19!, Hamburgers 10c French Fries
lairs

Ilirfoon floodedigios- for Apo Price of TrIvo
-
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‘All’s Above Board,’ Says
Mustang’s Learned Editor
IF:ditar’A note The following was
written by the editor of the El
.fiistang, Cal Poly’s school paper,
and appeared in that paper on
May 1, on the front page.
i,..otes beautifully.)
"Victories that are cheap are
iiesp Those only are worth hayirz which come as the result of
1..ird fighting."
115nry Ward Beecher
Our envious northern neighbors
;he San Jose State college Sport ins 4 rn) to have started a
.assfve word punch into operation
i,at has got much bigger and unly than they can handle.
In a series of Spartan Daily edit Oils and stories, what might be
!med "infringements on the code
..1 good journalism’ were made by
ftr: paper’s v.Titers.
In the ’,parsing Prom**
It’s a cominon tendency for
writers. in the learning process, to
write, sometimes without research,
then think afterwards We’ve all
cline it. (Mee or twice that this is
dine, however, it seems only logNal that a lesson would be taught
wolf to rectify certain future
isues
The meat of the matter was
pushed over the mpartan counter
several weeks ago and unfortunately all the waiting customer. were not admirers of the
seisiword, stringy product they
saw.
Cal Poly broke into the winner’s
r trete in Pacific Coast lntercollisiate Boxing competition. With
a three man tram they took first
place, plus two individual cham- pions. It put Cal Poly in a unique
spot no other collegiate team had
accomplished such a fete In the 21
years of the tournament.
Everyone to ’Weida’
The sensation win put everyone
1,, rockin’ on their heiis a little.
From many opponents Poly got
the congratulations they deserved.
Not from San Jose. The *offering Spartans entered their
-sour grapes" bracket, a spot
they have led themselves into
many more times ’Ince. The
spartan Dally’a writers made
"naughty" talk about the Misstaisg cancelling their matches
with Kan Jams the week before
Ike PCPs.
What the fluttering Spartans
failed to mention In their write lips was that (referring to cancelled meet) our 139 pounder
Frank Tours; 1’25 pound Johnny
Elder. 147 pound Jack Bettencourt
and
heavyweight
Jack
Shaw were on the "injured and
not healed" list. Any immediate
matches would have laid them up
completely. The match was cancelled What would San Jose have
done in the same situation?
Did Not Bring Out
The other point that the Spartens slid not bring out was that we
would not have been able to send
up an experienced team against
their powerdrivers.
If we filled la the spots left by
Tours, Elder, Betteneourt and
%haw we would have sent green
mew whose only previous experience in the ring Was in novice
y matches.
Ilneven competition and forfeited matches are not crowd
pleasers by any means
The whole situation was
thoroughly explained to the
spartana through a letter written to them by two members of
our student publicUy depart meat,
The spsrtas Daily ran
that letter.
Another sparse attempt at the
"sour grapes" circle came just re.
erntly when the Spartans met
head-on with the Mustangs in a
gymnastics meet in Crandall gym.
Last Minute Dispute
A small, last-minute dispute
concerning the CP 45-SJC 44 score
was present, with much small talk
around She scone table from the
SJS side. Re-tallying showed the
scorer to be goer/hat. Miscellaneous
-Inunibled apologies were made and
the thing was left lay.
The filial crust to be laid to
7
the already over-leaded loaf of
-.las/alto cams whoa Just receatly

SJS Engineering
Building Is First
In State Colleges

Six Colleges
El In New Far
West League

Wednesday, 161y 20, 1953
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Cal Poly snagged top spot in the
Califorais State college swimming meet with 84’2 points. sea
Jose bad
The Spartan Daily’s coverage of
the event implied that shady work
was involved in Poly’s win over the
Spartans. San Jose again takes the
"sour grapes." Congratulations!
"If a man write a better book,
preach a better sermon,itr make a
better mouse -trap than his neighbor, though he build his house in
the woods, the world will make a
beaten path to his door."
Emerson
John Mette

choose Talleyrand who said: "The
reputation of a man is like his
shadow -gigantic when it precedes
him, and pygmy in its proportions
when it follows."

Those "naughty" little Spartans
have done it again’ We quote from
the Tues., April 28 issue of the
Spartan Daily: "The first match
saw Coach Mumby’s racquet men
notch a technical win over the
Mustangs on the Poly courts. The
mach was called at the end of four
completed games, with each team
having won two. The locals received credit for the win as they
were leading in two other singles
contests at the time the match
was terminated."
Uh-uhhhh! No, no Spartans.
Matches called off because of rain
aren’t scored that way. We suggest you consult "the book."
If we may again quote, let’s

A new athletic conference consisting of five Northern California
schools and the University of
Nevada was formed Sunday.
The name of the conference will
be the Far Western Conference.
This is the same name that was
used by the league in which California Aggies, Humboldt State,
Chico State and Southern Oregon
participated.
teams
The three California
agreed to sign with the new league
which also will consist of Sacramento State, San Francisco State
and Nevada.
The conference will first see action in the 1953-54 basketball season. Sacramento State does not
have a football team and the other
schools have agreed to play an
abbreviated schedule until 1954.

Spartans End
Longest Slate
11.f
ISX-SPAISTAN Mile, Bob MeMulkst is new competiag for
the Santa Clara County Youth
center, under the tutelage of
Mike Ryan. McMullen was AAV
SAN meter steeplechase awnsplos last year and mimed the
Olympics by a foot la the tryouts as he lost to the Ashenfeltrr brothers of New York,

The Spartan baseball squad,
under Coach Walt Williams, will
end the longest baseball schedule
In the history of San Jose State
Saturday evening when they battle the San Jose Zebras at Municipal stadium.
Saturday’s contest will be the
36th game that the local horsehiders have participated in this

season.

San Jose State college is the last
school among the state colleges
to set up an engineering program,
but it is the first state college to
complete an engineering building,
disclosed Dr. Ralph J, Smith, head
of the Engineering department,
yesterday.
He said that the other state colleges have only temporary or reconverted buildings in their engin.
eering departments.
The engineering head stated
that SJS had the fastest growing
engineering program of any Of the
state schools. He revealed that he
was a one-man department In 1945
and the department is slated for
15 instructors next year.
The communications laboratory
in the basement of the Science
building, the laboratories in the
quonset hut, the engineerlhg draw.
ing presently handled by the industrial arts department, and other offices throughout the campus
will be consolidated into one unit
in the new building.
Engineering department
The
will not completely be self-contained in the new building, stated
Dr. Smith, for two classrooms will
have to be utilized outside of the
building because classroom space
In the new building was sacrificed
to make room for laboratory facilities.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CIVIL SERVICE
FOR GRADUATING SENIORS
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The following positions are open to college graduates. Applications will be
accepted from students expecting to graduate in June.
STUDENT ADMINISTRATIVE ANALYST

TRAINEE DEPUTY PROBATION OFFICER

Salary:

Weary: $171 par moth.

$175 per month.

PROGRAM: Students are employed on a fuN time basis for
a one-year on-the-job training program in the office of the
Chief Administrative Officer of Los Angeles County. The
training consists of supervised research in administrative problems and lectures and field trips. Upon completion of trainstudents will be considered for permanent positions in
the Administretive Analyst and Administrative Assistant
groups.
REQUIREMENTS: College graduation. SpeciaTrzation in public administration, political science, conomic s, business
administration or related fiekis is desirable.

REQUIREMENTS: College graduation.

elle.

JUVENILE HALL COUNSELOR

AGE: 21 to 35 years of age.

ADMISSIONS WORKER
Salary: $ag - $311

REQUIREMENTS: Graduation from

an accredited

boys

roar mouth (40-hoar wesk).

DUTIES: Admissions Wodters interview opplicanfs to defer.
mine eigib,1ty for medical care at the Los Angeles Comely
General

SEX: Mal, or Female.

AGE: At least 21 years of age.
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REQUIREMENTS: College gredoetion.

SIX: Mill et Foetal*.
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STUDENT PERSONNEL AID

Salary: $272 -$337 per mouth (40-hear

DUTIES: Juvenile Hall Counselors supervise a group of
or girls detained at Los Angeles County ’Aiwa* Hal.

tim
co
divi
712,

SEX: Male or Fsmele.

A 14-month training program for Student in psychology, public administration, or government majors who wil be enrolled
in graduate school mint semester. It is for one-half time
work and the salary is $$7.150 per month. Open to men or
women not over 35 years of age.

SEX: Male or Female.
AGE: Not over 35 years of

PROGRAM: This is a 6-month en-the-job training program
to introduce trainees to the probation work field and to provide en opportunity for trainees to secure supervised field
experience in probation work. Upon completion of training,
trainees are prepared for
promotional examination
for
permanent full-time Deputy Probation Officer positions paying $355 per month.
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AGE: At least 21 yews a

age.

APPLY NOW

11

APPLY NOW

LOS ANGELES COUNTY CM- SERVICE COMMISSION
501 North Main Street Las Angeles 12, CoNformia
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Slaughter Ahead
In Pentathlon

49ers Sign Stars

Wednesday, May 20, 1953

SPARTAN DAILY

ATO, SN in Softball Crucial

’San Francisco The San
Francisco Forty-Niners have signed
Ten teams will see softball acfour new rookies, according to a
tion this afternoon as five games
club announcement.
are slated for Frasiklin field.
The rookies whose names were
In the opening 4 p.m. reused.
announced Monday are Halfback &dm meets Lambda CM Alpha
Billy Nixon of Georgia; Halfback on diamond one and Sigma Chi
Glen Christian of Idaho; Guard twee PIRA Oa 4ia.01114 two. At
and Tackle Art Michalik of St. 5 p.m., Sigma Ni battles ATO.
Ambrose; and Tackle S. P. Cor- Ia. the 5:30 contests, Theta XI
nett of Kansas.
meets DU and the Middens
play Sparta. Heed.

Hiatt is (cosh captain Don HubBy DON BLOOM
Johnny Slaughter, varsity shot- bard with 128 points. He threw
putter, is continuing to amaae his the shot 31’ 2" and "flashed" to
opponents as he docked a 10.7 an 11.2 hundred time.
Today’s event will be -the runcentury yesterday to remain on the
top of the pentathilln seeming corn.. ning high Jump.
petitionwith 11IS (*tat a possible ,
200 points.
Fresh pole - *alter Owen
Maim Is corremlb Imams the
navies race with 159 polite. The
hanky Southern Cillfsebia
ath34;
’iaieni
lets was
spabiled b
11%" shot sok
yesaesimeo
mu
baseithifTN WAGENBACH
sessaelilies.
The Spartan
after having increased their team batKappa Alpha, sparked by Big
Lamson, .7. Booher, Chuck De Be- fing average by 13 percentage points in the past two weeks, meet
rard, Ken Scannel and Jack Mont- the University of San Francisco this afternoon in the Bay city.
gomery, is setting the pace for fraThe locals will bank on the slants of Doug Boehner. The tall rightternities with a 475 total outpu.
header h seeking his fourth win of the year against eight losses.
UpsiBehind Kappa Alpha Is Delta
Coach Walt Williams’ team
Ion with 237, Theta Chi with 214, nolds three consecutive wins over
PI Kappa Alpha with 162, Sigma
the Hilltoppers this season, with
Alpha Epsilon with 143, Sigma Pi Johnny Oldham receiving credit
for
with 56 and Sigma Chi with 51. all three
victories. His most recent M
Some of these low scores are due
win was a 7-2 trouncing of the
to the fact that some of the frahave not yet completed Dons last Saturday in San Fran Only a few matches have been
cisco.
both events.
played. in the College ChampionSeveral
batters
have
been
Slaughter, whir pIt the is.
increasing their batting ship Tennis tournament, accordpound Iron’ ball 47’ 5" Monday,
average* hi the Past two weeks ing to Coach Hugh Mumby, but
is 19 points ahead of his nearest
of game &entity. Dick Brady is
rival, Stan Dowell, who has to.
several feature matches are on
the pack with a .314’
taied up 157 markers. Dowell, a
tap as soon as the participants can
more
remark’
_..._mark This i* even
varsity javelin thrower, dashed
work out playing times.
". "Ntlidermg the fact that the
to a credltablei 19.3 hundred
tall first -baseman reported for
Jim Austin and Kent Clunie
yard dash yeasty.
rman Wyatt ball a month late. He partici- will headline the action in the A
Fligh jurnpers
pitted for Coach Walt McPhee,.
and Jonathan Braun make up the
soa’s basketball squad this year. division. Clunie has downed several
first four scorers in the varsity
varsity men in practices lately and
playing
the forward slot.
third
with
competition. Wyatt is
could prove the dark horse of the
Behind
Brady
is
Mal
Leal,
who
1"
34’
146 points because of his
tourney.
shotput and 10.7 hundred perfor- has collected 9 hits in 30 tries for
even
.300
average.
He
an
collected
In the A doubles, "Dek" Oakmance. Braun, with a 33’ 5" shot
and a 11.1 century, has totaled 135 most of his hits during the earlier ken and Bob Phelps will meet
part of the campaign. Cookie Ca- freshened Corny Reese and Ron
tallies.
Fourteen points behind the mare has also raised his batting Poindexter in a continuation of
pace-setting novice Modes, ts average and is currently hitting their doubles match which was
called because of darkness refrosh-weightman ii m Garda at a .299 mark.
Bob Poole, who led the team cently. The store at the time
nith 145 points. lie hurled the
then in batting for the first half of was
and 13-16.
bulky ball 39’" and
the year, is now swatting .275.
trotted an 11.4 dash,
Four
pliyers
stand out in the
By flying to a 10 flat hundred Ralph Cleland follows Poole with
B division. They are Reese, Pointinting, sprinter Art Hiatt now .270 and Jack Richards and Ron
dexter, Harry Bruhn and Bob
occupies third place in the novice Kauffman follow with .236 and
Bell. The field is wide open.
division. He threw the shot 26’ .235 respectively.
712
Fourteen markers behind
Second ’Mien" Rcla Palma is
next in the batting race with .234.
He has improved _tremendously in
covering the second sack, according to Coach Walt Williams, and
coupled with Shortstop Camara,
has completed 22 double plays.
Pitchers Boehner aid Old- Dear Thrust and Parry:
ham have been staging a torrid
If ASB 1440 and 1313 have any
race for supremacy of the .100- information concerning missing
.200 batting club, with Oldham records, it would be appreciated
By BOB MCKIM
hit- if they would contact this writer
Physical participation is only on top at .196. Boehner
one means by which San Jose ting .132.
via Box T in the Student Union,
Friday evening the Raiders meet or make themselves known by the
State’s judo squad competes in a
Santa Clara on the mission school’s use of their names in an answermeet.
According to Spartan coach Yosh diamond, and Saturday evening ing T & P letter. A reward of
Uchida, the team members or- end the season against the San an unusual nature awaits those
ganize themselves into various Jose Zebras at Municipal stadium. who have something material to
committees in order to handle Oldham will start against thy offer.
Broncos with Kauffman or Boeheach match.
In anticipation,
In the first National Ama- ner hurling against the semi -pro
ASB 79.
teur Athletic
Jude tour- Zebras.
nament held
, the entire
affair was
by the participating
of the Spartan team.
Publicity for the national tourney was handledby Bob McCoricle.
This Included posters and adanced information on the meet.
Pete Gorvad was the tourney
co-ordinator. He was in charge of
Lnances and a co-ordinating corn_
mittee. Entry forms, which had
to be mailed to all participants,
"ore handled by Gorvad.
A very important job In the
tournament, according to Uchida, was that of chief recorder.
In charge of this department was
hen Fare, who had to rehearse
the many participants recording
the meet. One slip-up In the scoring or matching eould have
ruined the entire tournament.
Equipment manager was Chris
Bell who had to furnish the judges
stands and the many mats used III
the tourney. Head of concessions
was Win Dahl. This included refreshments and souvenir programs.
Air sAirealla
AIL
All advertising in the programs
was sold by members of the Spartan Judo wad.
Newsratillien were contacted by
Harp DIM* tivhilt Sam Treshnell headed the reception COMmittee.
Coach Uchida stated, "The exPerienee gibed by the team members in carrying out this work will
help them in future life activities."
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,Dons Get Last
ch ance Today

Tomorrow’s slate finds PSK battling Kappa Alpha on the first
diamond and Kappa Tau plays
Sigma Pi on diamond two in the
4 p.m. round. At 5 o’clock PiKA
meets DSP and Sigma Chi faces
,the Musicians. At 5:30 p.m. Sigma Nu meets DIP.
All teams are reminded to place
their scores into Box A of the
Student Uelon.

Good Matches
ark Tourney

Grilled Cheese
Homburgers
49c

Shake, Burger

Soled, Steak, Coffee . 55c
Op.. till

11 p.m.

////

Thrust and Pam

Judo Members
Ran the Show’
In Tournament

////

1t

Writers Pag4,41

for a sure
STOP

Sewing for
Spring Formals?
For frmal attire ar coeval,
quarter ravages
a busy
a variety of new colors,
_materials, ad patterns. Lot
Norris’ loalp plea year Roe
formal or party owtflt.
Satins, Brocades,
Taffetas. Laces,
and
Nets
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A TRADITION IN SAN JOSE

look who’s down by the sea .
Gloria Foster in the gayest,
hoorayest sun wear ever
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Tomorrow!

You’re invited to
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Hart’s
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showing of

"Model Fashions . . . candidly
flattering".

An album of scene
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summer "cation picture.
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$pring Fever;
It’s a Mixture
Of Everything
i-

POCt5 and composers have tried’
to exprcss it, philosophers have’,
Philosophized on the subjeet, and/
Roychologies neve attempted WI,
analyze it, but no On), seems to be ;
Ode to &tine that incornprelten-1
flble, evasive feeling that comes .
over all civilization in the spring,
especially o;Ver college campuses.
Orlads Who have been lost Is
their books all year maidenly
Hiroo their class projects and ,
laden cards over their head* and ;
take off for the beach.
Maybe its the cool smell
damp grass in the morning, or the
birds singing in the trees, or the
feel of warm sunshine, that causes
coeds,to spend the month’s rent on
smart new bathing suits and pedal
pushers.
The dreams that you dream of,
leaniny against a tree, all begin to
come true in the spring. A parade of dances and parties: Picnic*
and beach outings.
One night you are a southern
belle in a bootant gown. the nest
you are unglamorously wolfing
hotdog* around a cheerfully
blazing fire, and singing about
the -Leland Stanford Junior
Farm."
With such things to look for.
ward too, who can blame college
students for having spring fever.
--Arno by Zimmerman
,

Bride . .
or Bridesmaid

you will be the center of
-attraction in a gown from
Sibby’
-1.
pictured as a bride is Miss
Alberta Martin displayed its al
lovely ’embroidered imported
Swiss organza.
the tiara is the latest by
Sutaisi.
the bridesmaid is Miss
Sugie Vincent wearing an
eyelid embroidered organdy.
also other interesting
materials:

NOT EXPILN811yr . . .

EXCLUMVE

i4.9 4
pietas try Zinsamoni

331 South First

Open Thursday Euenisuu

1
, Watering Woes
Student Union Rules Say No Loafing, Sleeping Told by State Gardeners

2-111

Wednesday. May 20, 1153
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MA\ IONE STAYS staidaisto are known widely for
their energy, alert ads& and theirlablifty to meet
ednentiownl lunar& with eagerness and digerati/anham
Sob Alien wed John Guerrero ire shown
-

a

a

applying these isnalities to teem pagers they are
preparing In the student maim. They expect to
submit their efforts to their instructors In a few
calantes.photo by rattle

Henry Tells Student Union’
Directors Trials, Troubles
Th.. Stink,nt Union lounge ill a’
to stuuy, visit with
’oOd pi.,
re -rids.
,.r play chess, hut noi
.:;ore f,,,
sleeping. or
Ming,
According to Henry
,robitiu;
-!oltrnte n: Stud. nt Union di-

ing," says Henry, who holds the
keys to the set. Class councils or cantpus orgaruzations often hold meetings
In the east end of the rosin during
the day, while the . west side is

"a-Lot

just calls Me Henry."
,lo,ctiir
If a club wants
s, the 10,1111T tor a meet .,g ..1 nine., if someone wants
lcurraphing dune, or has
nop.hook. or Just needs advice,
.he ansWet ito likely to he, "see
lit t
’
and the srnetighnitc
o
,V4
he glad to
Hears is responsible for en 1..’ D4 the littlent 1.’n1en
with+ lay down restriction.
Katsina& carrying food or betertartt loaltte. wad against play- I
wit yards for tinalifIr..
Hard 9111(1. kids if
I ,r!
food in
Henry
le, is sterner about
’ If
I catch them
the).rt discharged from
.w.tdin.
Atruirnt Union." he cautions.
I Ins.’s. I. he suspects that some
kronen -are followed by financial
-ettlemento outside of the building Overt gifunblins incidents occur. he says. once or twice every
year._
Expressing his attitude towards
peOple who sleep in tile Student
Union, the director says, Tana
not supposed tO .
. but I know
bow !easy it is M dose off over a
’ honk. Sometimes kids ask me to
, wake them up in time for a dam"
Henry once 40011 a survey and
Mond that front 500 to 700 students frequent the lounge ever).
day from the time it opus at
2 o.m. With dosing thin, at 3 o’clock
Chess and checkers are fitrithilted
ofor thein-lrhe Wm the intellectual
games. and students can bring
4.4ar.

A,-

h

A radio la on ahem* constantly. and
telesiolas oft to
available tor ore ahem Mere it
a special show such as an Important speech, comaseatioa or
torld Series game.
Everyone
doesn’t
want
to
watch the %Arne program, and
there’s no seine having it on
w hen just feW people are watch.

and bugs. Thirty gallons of dry
weed killer and 25 gallon, et dry
bug spray are used each years
Alexande, said. Fifty Wiens
water are added to each pint of
the dry spray, making a total of
34,000 gallons of death aimed at
bugs and weeds each year.

Caring for San Jose State’s
garden, five blocks on the campus
and another four blocks at the
addium. requires the work of six
Alexander
gardeners,
full-time
said_
Keeping the lawn in trim requires the most work. One. member of the gardening staff is kept
busy watering wid another mowing at all times.
One large power mower, two
smaller power jobs, and one hand
mower are used for the cutting
operation.
.LDte any other garden, the
college’s has trouble with weeds

Attempts to keep students from
short-cutting across lawns have
not been too successful, according
to Alexander. As a result, a good
deal of time is spent in replacing
and repairing lawns which have
been used for pathways.

a

Other major problems involved
In keeping the gardens in shape
are removal of bermuda grass, repairing of the athletic fields after
football season each year, and
keeping the campus free from
litter.
And of course there are always
names like Pycrintha. crenulata
and Ruscus aculeatus to deal with.

Travel
Wrinkle -9ree
with a CAR SAC

Beside* the lounge, the Student Union houses the Af4B of
flee and the social affairs committee and rally committee
hindquarters. Any. student or
organization can take advantagr
of a mimeograph seniee operated through Henry, as Wag as
pay for the material..
Beginning next fail, the lounge
will be open Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday evenings train 5 to
10 p.m. as a result of a student
inaugurated ruling.
Henry. who has headed the
Student Union for almost four
years, says that he enjoys his
work. "I’m an old man, but I still
like the kids," he says.

OBOR0E sTot.TENISEKG
reserved fur ’lounging"
Henry is in charge of hooking
the Student Union for dances an
parties.
"Sornet imes it’s used
once or twice a week, sometimes
every night all week long’ he
mYsAP organization using the Union

Quality
Shoe Repairs

Ae INrekr4
Shoe Service
Santa Clara at fib

Electric Shavers
Sales

Repairs

Service

THE SHAVER SHOP
55 IE. SANTA CLARA STREET
(Between Second St. and Third St.)
A PERFECT GRADUATION GIFT

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER

Keep clothes wrinkle free and readyto-wear by using a CAR SAC. No
cramming or folding necessary. And
you’ll be amazed at CAR SAC’: large
capacity and low prices. Pick yours
up today at . . .

All Makes
Smitis--Corona
Remington
U eider wood
Royal

Zoology Teacher
Presents Talk to
Optimist Group
tic ftalph Smith. associate proof roology, will present
talk to the OptOttlict ellit) on June
3 in the Ile Ansa hotel at A a.m
’rtie title of his talk Will be
- blooded Vertebrates (fishes,
anphihians, and reptiles)."
Dr. Smith will illustrate his
talk to the breakfast club with
motion pictures and living animals.

can rearrange the fruniture, roll
up the rugs, serve refreshments
and put up decorations, but must
clean up after itself Henry says

Ever have the desire to obtain
souse Pycrantha crenulata, or perMi..; sonic Ruseus aculeatusif Both
are available on the campus, accorthng to Grounds Supervisor
Robert Alexander, along with approximately 400 other plants,
ahruhs and flowers.

Asti About Ow
Easv Pav.vo

Trade-le Allowance
ea your old maddest

Special

festiOr

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
si.c. 1903
Gn
24 SO. SECOND STREET
CYprss 34363
FREE PARKING NEXT DOOR
41111IMP

LUOGAGE

30 SOUTH SECOND

’7? -

Science Snake
Display Shows
Many Species

I,

Student:sVisii Cihapel ’four
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State Memorial Chapel Used
For Weddings, Meditation
Weddings, student
condneted Oats aillege in California that
Services, and a quiet apot-e-for hos a chapel on its campus. The
meditation are some atheneum’s:1C tollege service flag is eiseaspoll
permanent ease Wiwi RIB
the Memorial Chapel. The Chapel In
was completed lust a yeall. alp platform in the chapel.
weddings
Approximately
15
after some eight years of planning
have been held in the chapel alne
and fund raising.
Former Dean of Men Paul M. MI completion last year. In (MIR
Pitman, now president of the col- to be married in the chapel, one
lege of Idaho, was credited with
stutS-nt
suggesting a chapel as a me- of the couple has to be a
morial to the students who left the or alumni of the college. Reser% a college to serve their country time for weddings in the IrEhapel
during World War IL The idea I are filled up till August 1953.
received much favorable support
and substantial contributions were
made to a fund for the construction of the chapel. After the proCashmere’s still dominate the
posal was approved by the State
Department of Education, the sweater field, in price as well as
project grew until it became a popularitj . Soft, light and warm,
they always remain in style and in
reality.
San Jose State is the only ’good tilstt-.

By MELON WADSWORTH
Snakes!
Dozens
of
snakes,
crawling -and wiggling and alithing through the walls!
Sounds like a case of the Drs,
doesn’t it. But it’s not. It’s just
the second floor of the Science
building, where a whole array of
snakes, from the tiny ring -neck
snake, the size of a pencil, to the
giant, seven-foot Mexican Imperial
Boa, are displayed
Says Dr. Ralph A. Smith, associate professor of zoology,
and keeper of the snakes, "Never
In the history of the college have
we had as many species of
snakes at one time as ue de
right now."
Maybe you don’t like snakes,
but outside of a couple rattlers,
these snakes are clean, harmless,
and according to Dr. Smith, lov
able pets.
By tar the most interesting
snakes of the whole group are
the boas. I had the priviledge
of watching them being fed. and
right there, crawling around Dr.
Smith’s office, they seemed
harmless and clean. Right now
they are on a hunger strike.
and Dr. Smith feed them en
nog through a tube.
"7’he Boas mated on April 9,"
said Dr. Smith as he held up the
giant female, ’and as far as we
know she is pregnant." (Dr. Smith
held the snake with such gentlem:-is that I almost expected him
to pat it on the back to burp it)
Dr. Smith explained that the

Light and Warm.

You have a
future at

Macys
SAN FRANCISCO

SAN RAFAEL

RiC141.40140

DR. RALPH A. SMITH
period of gestation Is unknown
In this species of snake, and if
the snake is pragnant, some new
Information can be mined by
measuring the length of pregnancy in the female here.
’This shake will bear its young
alive," said Dr. Smith. "It Is my
guess that the period of gestation
Is from three to six months, butj
could be wrong. Anyway, we hope
to find out."
Another Intereating snake In.
the exhibit is the Indigo snake.
A favorite among snake charmers and fakirs of the carnivals.
the Indigo is the largest nonpoisonous snake in’ the U. S.
Indigo is coal blank, and labels
be has leen nmaldng it rough on
the mice population.

Spartan Graduate
From Navy School
Five ex -Spartans recently were graduated from the U.S. Nava/
school at Newport, R.I., with the
rank of Ensign.
The new Ertliens are: Leo It.
Moll, economies major; Donald It.
Palmer, accounting; Bernard Isaacson, economics and political.
science; Albert J. Witt jr., commerce; and Robert H. Glaves, phy.!
sical education.
Over two t h ou sand guests
watched the impressive ceremony.
as Rear Admiral Charles C. Hart.
man presented the diplomas to ED7
members of the graduating class.
All officer-candidates are required to have college degrees in
order to qualify fes the special
school. The claaseil last for tour

months..

11-IS

Macy’s Is Growing!
1945, III:mmor, Moffatt & tosnpan3igoeusslecl in
San Francisco in 18661 was purchased biy R. H. Macy
& Co. Inc., owners of the world’s largo" store.

SAY FAIR

HILLSDALE

have the potential executive
come future leaders of Macy’s.

talent it

takes to be-

Ii

lo 1147, Macy’s San Francisco embarked. on a
141,F)88.000 building program that doubled the size
of the store.
In Jape, 11152. Macj’s announced plaint for building
a large branch store in the new Hillsdnie Shopping
tenter in San Mateo Count,.
In November, 1152, Macy’s purchaad Albert’s.
Richmond, and Albert’s, Sill Rafael.
la April. 1953. Macy’s announced plans for building
a te.008.000 branch store. which will be the focal
point of the 48-acre Bay Fair Shopping Center,
located between San Leandro and Hayward.
In Ilse future, additional branch stores in thriving
communities( will become part of Macy’s West Coast
f rattily !

Macy’s Has an Opportunity for You!
Macy’s expansion program demands an increasing
number of alert young people for positions of responsibilit, in the parent and branch stores. If you
have outstanding qnalities of enthusiasm. resourcefulness. adaptability and leatlership . .

Apply for Macy’s Exocutive Training
Squad!
you become a member of this (anions Training
Squad, you join a carefully selected group of young
men and women who hale demonstrated that they

/it hen

During your training period (approximately 6 1102
months), you earn while you learn. The training program is interesting and comprehensive. You work
and observe experienced executives in, the fields of
buying, selling, door management. Merchandising,
receiving, credit, «utilities and systeinvs. You are
instructed in ell phases of the Buyer’s job. You learn
that it is more than just securing merchandise from
manufacturers . . *hat it includes planning for advertising and display, managing the department, pricing merchandise, directing sake approach and ps)chology. This on-the-job training is supplemented
with lectures. tours, and round-tables discussions with
senior executives from ley departments.
When you are "graduated- from this Training Squad
course, you become a full-fiedgect Macy junior executive. You ire lauschedon it, retailing career with
excellent opportunities for advancement in an expanding organization.
Of porticotor interest to graduating stodeats of
San Jose Stet* is the oarmarastsrmat made ow May
-%.11 of plass for another Mocy’s $4.800.6011 branch
store Is e 40-ocro shopplog confer !meted ea
Stomas Creek Road. 3 miles soottewest of Sas
Jet* arm 1’) miles sowthwest of Santo Clam
Oar personnel reproseetsrtives will b glad to
oeswor spsestions and iatarviow candidata. for
Minya eser.vHve tralabeg mooed in Ha Eppley meat Soperfteent, Ilth floor. deify iincladiag Setarassysi freest 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

v.

I
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Young Man’s Fancy Turns to
Thoughts of Spring ,Wardrobe
Getting a good look at this
classy sports outfit for the summer is Phil Wilson. junior education major from Visalia, Calif.
He contemplates the contrastthe near-white
ing effect of
butcher linen sports coal, navy
rayon -linen shirt and medium blue
gabardine slacks at the down -town
Roos Bros. store.
Phil looks cool ’n casual, in
keeping with the young man’s
fancy tor the spring and summer
weather.,

The butcher linen jacket comes
also in navy, offering a reversal
of the contrasting pattern.
"Key to the Heart" is the title
given to this fashion of rayon -lined
short sleeve shirt, which cOmes in
five colors, in’addition to the navy,
Phil completes the outfit with a
pair of ever -popular blue suede
shoes with dark crepe soles.
Roos Bros. currently is featuring this and other popular spring
outfits.

Pboto by Parker

ROLLERLAND SPECIAL
Rates to SJS
Organizations
It has long been our policy to give
special ratios to San Jose State group
prties. We shall continue to do so’
Pln a skating party now.

Skate for health and

fun

For reservations call
CY 2-3292

We Furnish Skates

eollepland
1066 THE ALAMEDA

San Jose’s Prime Rib
Luncheons Dinners
Cocktails
MI

Our 5amou3. Pritrt

led

Charcoal eroded SteaL
c7

Salool

-Can 69o3e 93 5avor1lle Reniezvoics and a 5uveter’i

1330 The Alameda

Cali CY 4-7141
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Become
’Hats
Popular with
’Young Men

Color Is Keynote
For Sportswear
By LARRY ELAM
Sportswear, always most important in the average Spartan’s
wardrobe, is highly diversified this season, arid will give every man,
from the most conservative to the one who really wants to give full
sway to his flair for color, individuality.
Fabrics, important here as with the more dressy wear, are led by

Many a young man on this
sunny shore ls buying his first
hat this season,
It seems that employers preter their yeas( eiteentives to
have that "complete" look created by wearing a hat, reported
the soft, lightweight chevoits,*---Aar. Al Reber, San Francisco
ehetlands, and tweeds, with strong
buyer for the Boos Brew firm.
surface interest, or use of texture.
"Although the hat definitely
The one-button roll, developed
has not yet invaded Western
in California, looms increasingcollege campuses, more and more
young men are finding it is a good
ly larger on the sportswear
move to appear hat-in-hand when
scene, closely followed by the
he appears for a job intriview,"
two-button variety. One thing
Reber disclosed.
supposedly earmarking the ’Be
Although the one-button roll is
With the younger man in Mind
spring fashion Is the increased gaining in popularity, the two-butuse of ticket pockets, leather co- ton variety still holds preference hat styles this season favor the
small, narrow-brimmed types.
vered buttons, side vents and with college men.
This presents an odd. contrast
pleated back.
"The important news in dress
with the other port, of the
Colors, although predominately wear for the young man this
young map’. eatessoblia. Ithich
lighter, will feature the contrast- spring Is the use of wool blends
definitely runs to the more
ing of light-colored jackets with with the new. miracle fabrics,
casual side.
darker slacks, or vice versa. ’ dacron, orlon and nylon," reAmong the patterns currently ported Mr. Plituffrosa, of Roos
popular are checks, plaids and Bros.
some of the newer specialty
Another reature of the young
weaves.
man’s dress this season is the inHere, ao is found In the dregs creasing popularity of tattersall
wear departaieut, the use of vests, which is something new. Mr.
dacron-wooll
and
orlon -wool Kauffman pointed out that the
blends for greater durability and vest had, until recently, become
coolness is widespread.
the sole property of the older
Flannels,
in
the customary man, who hangs onto it as part
greys, tans arvi light blugs and of the suit.
Dress shirts continue in the
browns and gabardines for
harder, sharper contrast, are most trend of the button-down and
prevalent. Also increasingly pop- rounded collars, at the expense
ular in the slacks department, Te- of the wider types. Colors, with
1 ported Mr. Welsh or Roos Bros., the advent of the pinks,-goids,
are the imported English styles, and blues have come back into
popularity this season. Colored
worn sans belt.
shirts now are of brighter hues,
Gaucho types lead the field in
and generally solid colors, althe sports shirt division, acthough some of the pin -stripe
cording to Mr. Jacobs of Leon
design still are seen.
Jacobs men’s store. Preferences
Shoes for the dressier occasions
run from the sheer, solid colors follow the casual trend seen everyto the liatremely flashy where in the young man’s wardHawaiian patterns. Surface In- robe this season.
terest, so marked In suits and
Popular for the semi -formal,
sports }nista, also makes a
and eveh formal occasions are
ha the sport shirt
strong
the blue suedes with strained
numbers include
field,
crepe soles.
the tigbe
and types with
Mr. Nichols of the Roos Bros.
a nubby effect accomplished by store also hinted that the coming
running a darker-colored yarn thing in formal footwear is the
In plaids or checks on the sur- black tasseled ksiater.
face.
Although these igstirtier styles
In socks, the college man still make a strong bid, the ever-popprefers the argyles and plaid pat- ular scotch -grain wihrip still
terns in wool blends or cotton. holds its own.
Climbing in popularity is the pure
&creel hose also, reported Mr.
Jacobs. For active sports, pullovers in long sleeve, short sleeve
and minus sleeve models continue
Diagonal stripes,
In popularity.
plaids and other novelty effects
are included in the season’s array,
but the old-stand-by solid colors
still lead the field.

Wool -Blends
With Dacron;
Fashion News

1914111TAN DAUM
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Lighter, Brighter Looks
Trends in Men’s ClotheeLt

well as around the country, are hIllleg
in all types of clothing, from die* to
111611110111
Fabrics tell the tale this season. Write the advent of the fellemie
fabrics dacron and orlon paving the way.

Miin on campus, here as
for the lighter, brighter look
sports weer,

Blends of these two materials,
with the standard wools go Is
make the tap news Is menswear from moats to suits. New deegots-w8b1 or orion-wool bloods
essishioe 000101480 with greener
shape and cemse-holdIng properties.
.
This year, as every year, college
men’s fashions kre on the cool :a
casual side. Suits, sportcoats antl
shirts are coming mit with the
nubby, slubby look. This new emphasis on texture is achieved
through the use of raised balls of
yarn, called "ntrbs," and use ot
streaks of yarns of varying thick’

ness, called- "slubs "
This nubby, slubby look is
especially Noticeable in the Imported English sults and spans
mats.
For the gent eh really %santo
to go sporty, the tattersall vest
Is coming hack eIth blazer
stripes and vests et upholstery&
material.
Shoes, too are showing an in
creasing trend toe ard the sporty
look. White bucks, long in vogue
among college men in the east
are making a futthei bid on the
west coast.

fit
fora

ANOTHER DIRECT IMPORT!

Links, Clasps Keep
clo Casual Trend
This Season

-

4E10011

dresses
suits, coats
sportswear
lingerie

In keeping with clothing trends,
the newest thing in tie clasps,
cuff links, etc., hies toward the
casual, and even arty and bizzare.
Tie clasps may either match Ire
simplicity and clean-cuttness of
the thin ties or may, on the other
hand, serve In themselves to add
a touch Cif the different to the
young man’s neekwear.
Increasingly popular are the
copies of the stick pin of an earlier
age. The modern edition of this
1920 fashion craze usually features a gold or silver circular or
discs. Some even return to the
single simulated pearl.
Cuff links likewise may be quite
arty, but the simple types still
are popular.

Sizes

ra 9
NUT’

Because we’ve been able to purchase this fine reflex camera in quantity, directly
from the importer, we can make it available to you at
remarkable low prise.
Ordinarily, you’d have to pay 150J more for a reflex Camera with these outstanding
features: coated lens, speeds to 100th second, flash synchronization, accurate focus
from 41/2 feet to infinity, double-exposure prevention, all metal construction, and a
handsome loather ever-ready carrying caw. But we’ro.rible to offer you this remarkable camera at only $25.75. Think of itl A handsome reflex camera the. takes
21/4 21/4 color sides or sparking black-and-whits snapshots, complete with one for
only $25.75. This offer is open only as long as present itocis lest. See this tremendous
camera bargein, today!

NO MONEY DOWN! PAY AS LITTLE AS $5.00 A MONTH!
A

CROWN HEADLIGHT
NAUTICAL BLUE PLEATED SLACKS
Sof/forked -.Soo, Proof
Val Dyed
Owe of the toughest wearies
fabrics fist bolds Its color.

Special camera -Purchase Save You Mosey!

$4[911

OTTO GALBRAITH’S
.
--hlea’s Weer
22 W. SAN ANTONIO STREEA

- CAMERA SHOP

ART

A TAADRIONII SAS 10INE

STREET FLOQR

ormerAiN
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maY2""!Flowers and Colors Theme
For Spring, Costume Jaweln-.

’Strictly Formal Look’ Important
or ,Those Spring, Summer Dances

plastic, hanging aletest to
Budding flowers and brilliant adered
, the shoulder, add the -riewese
colors are a su’re sign of spring.
to any ensemble,
Flowers and color are also the look"
theme of this year’s growing paThe June coronation of Engjcaelry.
lantra Queen Eilzab4th, with all
of formals these days is having a rade of costume
same order.
)or spring, summer there i, gothe two
tile pomp and circumstance lt
T: -sue taffeta is the favorite bunch of flowers between
One of the newest touches will
an{
ne a -strletly formal fade’
They
formals.
Inspires, has had an Important
be proms end material for the cocktail dresses, layers of net on
whit tritliall
be flowers of wood fiber, so artinfluence or Jewelry for esening
plain" taffeta and are usually contrasting flowers fully reproduced that even the
e,,nees enminz no on and off the while "just
to a
wear. Adorning the heods of
mitten are high on the list of and they add that "touch"
amp., ii.;erida.
tees can’t tell whether cr not the
American women will he replicas
These will be
Summer plain dress.
F.,.rri.ak. cocktail dresses, and favorites for formals.
flowers are real.
of royal crowns in colored or
waist,
I a dresses will be a must for all [..rinta are very popular these days
But what ever the type, style seen on milady’s ears, at her
clear stones.
hair, around her neck, and
tarries, e.t.d., farganiles cottonr
or color, it must have that "strict- in her
tor afternoon tea dresses.
encircling her arms.
end ail Types rt lightaeight maand
Pearls
rhinestone:,
still
look."
Pne of the most uniquejeatures ly formal
te, use. aid be the fashion, and ;
lead the parade for formal wear.
Morc color will be latrodused
ha
in light paste.
Oysters have revolted, .however,
in coral, turquoise. and jet twain,
white, according to;
ei .n
and synthetic pink
pearls are
cut ft. many interesting shapes.
Sibby’s
Dan.’,
of
Sibby.
1st: s
overtaking their white cousins in
Tiles, teas he vend to match or
sea,
that
She also said
popularity.
contrust with gayly _printed cot..tettals a ill also he in
From morning to night, ti e pass
tons.
"le warm. r months
word in jewelry fashion is coler,
the
Chalk white I.earls, a striking
underneath
tr
r:!
color, and more color.
coetrart to Sant a Cruz complexr. a fatorite for the
ions, arc as popular ae.; eve... Or,
.e.1
jI
et matching material of
.-;tet,
tilt newer bronz, and copper acDURX DERCS
of contrasting type
cessories, enich seem tu blend
OEM DIMS
your
be
In
it!.tt,
popular with thr
into tanned slsins, may
Anyway you ’psi’ ,f
choice.
:s‘ is: - ise i1
I or Iter- June bride, imported
Thc voeue touch in ear fashion
Ws still
lace is .8 great favorite tisk
is the bracelet -loop earrings. Loops
371 West San Carlos
seiareia. I otton lace end organdy
or gold, silver, jet, pearls, or
nit plarerl high on the fist
.11/
of 14.orites for the ilintner
Stft)1
brides.
Ira.littunal and rertartashir satin Is u,o. er out of
aeisson.
lie I hr..- lerv..;/ hs of
rhere
I
11-0 n foiri
and turiuhil gowrs for
’ t es 5
co. ris to choose from.
which is ten
’i rm.,
. hes I ui I he t1001-. will be t he
re a a. la r a it ti the shorter
rue/ /
ail.- tell length formals
girt-.
II the p3, r. of the taller
%ill r
coeds
Walt, length. which is nix inches
floor. is popular with
ere’imrthien the taller girls and their
abort. r
At

DIERKS

Save Your Money!
Save Your Clothes!

-

Si,,, Reflected
By Summer’s
Neu- Fashions
Califor.ma sunshine has played
laree part in deaigning both the
relor and rut of this year’s summer fashiona, according to Dorothy
/first% sportswear buyer al,Blum’s.
I.

- ,

our low prices, you con afford to have
your clothes cleaned more frequently,
which is the surest way to make them last
longer. You save money both ways and
look better always.

an
of the wedding Kowa.
that are being isbovsn this summer season are made so that
later they may he worn as a
plain formal or van he used as a
roekt all dress.
These are especial’s popular for the budgeta is.
bride.
The
bridesmaid
dreamless are fashioned on the

The sun Is responsible for the
nen trend toward scoop-neelo
s and I
sleeveless blouses, popular in both
blouses and dieser% this season.
furls will all agree that they give;
the rsasimuni in coolness, comfort
and stye, while Showing off suntans, Sa%
MrS. Hirsh
Color is also Important. and it
ami.t be sun -bright. Whether It
Is striped. u hecked, flowered or
sollil Is of little Importance, hut
It nitst
he new and startling,
she r ,,,it in tied.
In
h., faIre k inedorn, denim
has graduated from the levas stage
.nto
the
tery
latest
day -tint.
lashions
It
has
proved
k Pt)
popular and practical in the ’mix
and match" styles, which combine
solids and stripes, she said.
Orlon is Snaking Its appear stir. in a stammer material resembling votton, railed orlon
same. %ince this needs no Ir,,nin
list u ash and let dry), it
should he 1 big Mita -au’. Pr for
antral t ollege coreln. Another nest
cotton Wale Is pitliShell 1,1( Oil.
Ii
sl.rier1 finish Is good for
either tiny time r ey ening wear
..nyf Is spry oertisable,
added
Mrs.: IlIrsh.
I he one requirement for all
rot tons, a
t
e t hes- ale onepiece dresses orekii Is and blouses.
is 74 full
frill skirt
These must
he hacked up by a crinolin slip,
making
them
stand
nut
to
starched
perfection
Buttons,
flowers and tar roe hate also done
notch te deeorato many re simuner
dr. ss
Brand mimes mean a lot to the
Smort Wye
and- Connie Casuals,
-t’alitornia Calmat.; and Sir James
lead our sportimear selections at
Blum*, she eOnclUded.

Ladies’ Dresses

$1.25

Sweatt-6

45c

Men’s Suits

$1.25

Skirts

65c
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SHANK’S DRIVE-IN
DRY CLEANERS
tiffle(i of beautyDorynda
Stine In an elegant formal from
Iiinm’s The waitt length drew,
of nylon r et edged In black
stitched ruffles ni Ideal for the
mans ilstnces and parties scheduled for the nett weeks.
photo by Zimmerman
_
_
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Look of luxury,
ahrtospliere of
prestige. knowledge
of money well
invested TOwl.E
Sterling embodies all
three happy points.
Because all Tows( is
SOLID silver, its beauty
endures through many
lifetimes. Let us
register your pattern
now Prices are
moder, a: six -piece
place settings start
at a low $27.50.
teaspoons at $3.35.
We’ll ;:rrange
convenient payments.

Ill
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/2.95 = 39.95
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sportswear
dressey dresses
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Photo by Zimmerman
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Beauties and the Beast
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Have a Budgeting Problem?.
Here’s One Possible Answer.
"Better clothes for less money," Modred dollars sell for one.
a subject which is uppermost in fourth that amount.
most women’s minds, is the keyAndriy stated that’ many 5.15
note of Audrey’s, where smart
px-cls can find original designers’ coeds enlist her help in planning
samples selling for below whole- coordinated wardrobes and make
use of the lay-away plan in maksale costs.
The girl with high -style tastes ing long-range purchases.
Peace college girls are especand a meager budget is offered
ially interested in saving mosey,
A
chance to pnrelleoe better
this type of store should became
dresses at a price she can afincreasingly popular a in 0a g
ford at this unique Miencoeds.
"We buy discontinued lines and
Audrey opened the shop oer a
fashion show models as well as year ago after three years as a
samples," owner -manager Audrey buyer for Roos Bros and SIX ) ears
Jones explained. "Right now we with Harper’s Bazaar in "New
feature mainly formals and wed- York. The shop .is located at "Ai
ding
ensembles.
although
the W. San Antonio street.
rty-dress section we are planning should be a hit with college
,
women."

Seals for Sale

For the coed with wedding
bell in her future, Audrey features personalized wedding units,
including outfits for each member of the bridal party. Formals i
as well as weedier gowns are ?
specially purchased With an eye
to coll eg e taste, and many ’
gowns origiaally priesil at ever Mt

San Francisco
--Paul I.
Fagan, owner of the San Francisco Seals, Friday placed a
1..50,0111) asking price os the
club’s franchise, players nd
crating equipment, and offered
to lease Seals Stadium to any
buyer.

For Your
Casual Way
’,WAVING OFF the newest Rose Marie Reid
kithing suit styles are, left to right, Alice Slater
in an "bounties’ snit," Jo Ann McAllister wearing
II "Jack Stnistt snit." and Lee Simon In a "Mb and

;tseker."
This season’s suits are designed for
awhanilag as %so as suaidag. The styles swam
above are from Elwoods.photo

by Zimmerman

Buttons, Color, Novelty Swim Suits
Lead Summer Fashion Hit Parade
Buttons, Buttons, mid more but- green, royal blue, black, sad
sand and granite. She added
tons!
Buttnalt will C446 this sum- that faded blue and red would
mer an! ;bathing steles, dresses. always remain favorites.
s horts; pedal pushersand jackets,
"We are showing mainly novelty
accordrnelo"Miss Betty Bullock bathing suits this summer." exof Hai:W:t1portsvicar department. plained Miss Bullock, when asked
Wheal asked which colors about the vivid colors of the suits
lying on the display tables.
11Irald be popular this summer,
miss Bullock answered avocado
She added that the bloomer
style -is especially stylish this
summer, and that pockets. sequins
and buttons are all used for decorating the suits. Unusual designs
rather than one-colored material
seem to be popular this year.
Sheered and boxer-type suits are
still as popular as they were last
year, she added.
"’Two-piece dresses will be
Sheath dresses and "Squaw’s’
seen even mere Due they were
cottons are expected to be the last year, because both tall and
most popular trends in this sum- short girls nod this type pracmer’s dress styles, according to tical," Miss Bullock remarked.
Herman Nemior, merchandising
Dresses as well as bathing
manager of ladies apparel and atcessories at Hales department suits are being shown in unusual
designs. Seersucker, light cotstore.
ton, dimity, and denim are pop.asIde
selection of pastels to
Sun dresses with stoles
ular.
pattern prints in the
dresses will dominate the
?Imre formal aspect of summer

.iquaw Cotton
Sets Pace for .
Summer Style

st:11191..

Nemoir said that emphasis will
be placed on "sparkle" sheath
dresses which feature a design in
sequin patterns.
For evening or city wear, the
’heath can be topped with a Stole
or a bolero in contrasting or
matching color and material. -The "Squaw" or casual dress
tread for thlo slimmer will be
the standard "peasant" type
1%ith a am twist. They will be
mainly ht prints of Mexican sad
Indian deigns with the color
tones tradltkraal to the retireetiVP country% scenes.
"Conversation prints" of arell
ind scenes "ivith a conversation
.iarter" will be featured in the
"Squaw" types.
Frorn this preview of summer
styles, it appears the stress win
rj, warm-weather
be Plinedalet
Ojai*
city dread*

Of Living . . .
MADE FOR EACH OTHER

COTTON SEPARATES

and sleeveless dresses have so
ter ’shown thernsehes to be
favorites this year as well as
last.
The pedal pusher will go South
American this year with the new
toreador legs. Stripes are popular,
and bottons have again been used
to decorate the legs and the waist
band. Miss Bullock said that one
style of new pedal pushers tie
about the knee to give a bloomer
effect.
with
popular
Stripes are
blouses, shirts, and jackets. Two
Innovations this year are the
scoop neck and the flapper
Jacket which fits tightly about
Sleeveless blouses,
the hips.
terry cloth and &do are idyl*
isle win this year. Eisenhower
jackets. especially In &elm,
have also gained new popularity.

_ /v

#1

"Practicality is the main feature
of all the clothes that we are!
showing this year. I think that ,
all the new summer clothes will I
fit any college girl’s wardrobe,"
concluded Miss Bullock.

You Will Be...
Socially at Ease

Chintz
Chambrays
Denims
Pique
Embossod Cottoos

In clothes drycleaned by us
Our experts know just how you want
that skirt or sweater to look.

Solids PrintsStripes
BLOUSES,..2.t. to 111.1M
SKIRTS

(

3.911 to IL’S

Also for that late date, we have
special 24 hr. service.

Wender Chaste/us
SANTA CLARA AT 12,6
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lettoTHALL PLAYER Merle Plattley works In the photo department
er us, %porton Dell) a. a participant In the Work-AM program for
The program conforms wish the new Tag111111the colk.ge’ athletes.
thus. of the %tate College Presidents. --photo by Parker

Barracks’ Heat Ruins
Study, Concentration
Th story goes like this:
blue. Old man sunshina
The sky was chr, spotless, mass of
covered Ow oedipus with invisible rays of warmth and I felt wonderful.
sigh
.I ’troikd lazily through th how Quad and breather
who* the welcons cool of this sAlissinistration building demanded
around mesa
entraie---’----’
kthe
oW
ws
steps in stride.
head down, to My Chest.
had that great -to-be-alive
I Slapped the sweat off My
At this moment I loved brew, pried the eyelid open, and
feeling
dlieershetty and everything; the shoved myhead back to its standgirls looked prettier, the profes- srd position.
ktoked almost human, and
Free minutes tater, it was the
life witi km -dandy.
rigiteteye. Ploth eyes then began
The (sell mantle of the admin: to droop front the .and waneistritinti building deserted me one thre In them.
I didn’t
when 1 left the building and
feel so goat.
salked along the side of Morris
Another ten minutes dragged
1,4iley auditorium
As I left the by. I awoke with a jerk to hear
teheltermg ehadows, the sun onee the eirof clear his threat again.
again began to swing violet -111Y I took My ..shirt off, wiped my
ha)rnalters at my helpless body, intesettre
laden face, and pulled
1 began to feel like a fighter who my *Os above the knees to allow
t..,-got to train for the big one 1 whet
little air there was to cir%VIA -unprepared for so much sun culate
around my rapidly melting
in such big
body.
oo
the
ttp bt-ort I
dark outI picked my peneti off the
lier!

of

Ihc

barrack

claaaroold

floor. where It onfetly lay after
waking me. To prevent
recurrence I tied it to my belt.
squirmed down In my seat and
heard the prof clear hie throat

dose.

vi ith nt Iasi ounce Of
...resell I hinged for the dem
Aro...heft lb.’ prof made, sad MB
Into cos proper place.L=grht.
"at last, wit, cool els

once again.
glared At the class.
For the nt filet), minutes I
cleared his throat. and began. dozed, iMeated
Two minutes later a drop of sweat
At last the bell Awoke Me and
tot ittny I. -ft f-yrlicl with it hang: the I staggered out into the cool cool.
slArnm..(1 shut knocking my sun-beked campus.

rh.
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New Athlete Aid Program
Demands Work for Moaey
Dig 102771 SALIM:MUCH
List quarter a new experiment
in aid for athletes was begun at
the collegethis was the work aid
ion adopted to conform with the
new regulations of the State
Osage Presidents.
Now in its second quarter, the
grogram is beyond the expert ’mental stage. It is proving to be
I satisfactoty solution to the
problem of providing athletes
with an upportnnify to get and
carry out a job *filch Is suited to
their ability and aptitude. These
jobs are positions on campus in
the various departments and divisions.
The original idea for the plan
is credited to the president’s athletic advisory board, which recognized the need of wine sort of
work program to enable athletes
who must work to remain in college. They pointed out that the
long hours athletes devote to
spring practice and the regular
season prohibit them from obtaining steady part-time jobs. In addition, athletes ate forced to give
up about a month of their summer
jobs in order to report for preseason practice.
of the
_ Pallsodur approval
hoard’s saggestlso, a committee
handed by Dr. Verson Ouellette,
enlarge placement officer, was
organised to administer and *et
the gamma policy of the program.
Dr. John ’1’. Wahlquist, college
president and firm supporter of
the plan, emphasized last quarter
that "we expect our athletes really
to work."
He said that there
will he no "ts,sy work," no "stoking of the furnace- in midsummer."
Dr. Ouellette also has stressed
the point that the positions offered "are not made jobs," but
are joha that are necessary to the
function of the various departments and divisions of the college.
Both the members of the committee and the coaching staff
favor strict adherence to the
principle of paying only for
Further, the
hours worked.
essehes have insisted on eontpitance Sr the plan’s regulation!’
oa the part of the athletes. No
favors are given, the program
merely provides jobs for athletes who wish to work. It is
then up to them to perform
their duties !satisfactorily or
fare dleintsool, just
as they
would In say job.
According to a summary of the
plan offered by the committee.
the dignity of the individual inc
velved In earning his way through
college, In spite of being an
athlete, Is all important."
This, in essence, is the most im-

portant function of the program.
The athletes who participate in
the plan have been given a boost
In pride in that they are working
their way through college just as
many other students are doing.
They are no longer given a break
because of their ability to play
football.
A sampling of the work now
being performed under the program includes: filing, typing and
sorting of cards in departmental
the
of
maintainence
offices;
Spartan Daily photography darkroom; preparation and dittintenance of equipment In the Psychology department lab; supervision
of business machines and the
keeping of supplies up to date in
the Business department
In order to secure a job an
athlete must be certified by the
coaches as eligible, for work aid
Dr.
to the placement facer,
Ouellette. ,In a consultation
with the athlete, Dr. Ouellette
thee determines the job for
which the indivithud is best
suited. When thjs is done the
athlete is then referred to the
division or department head
who had listed the job opening
with the Placement office.
Following an interview with his
new boss, a satisfactory work
schedule is arranged to coincide
HANK

with the athlete’s free hours. An
accurate record is ’kept of the
hours actually worked which may
total up to 50 hours a Month. Although members of the coaching staff are on the work plan
committee, they have expressed
the desire that they have nothing
to do with the administration of
In the event of
the program.
failure On the part of an athlete
to satisfactorily perform his work
duties, the placement officer is
notified rather than the coaches.
The committee Kb* has Doti tied the job supervisors that
they are under no obligati’s to
maintain an athlete who does
not conform to normal stood aids on the job. This is la line
with the committee’s insistence
on not giving favors to the
athletes. They must work for
the pay they are to get.
Dr. Ouellette has said that the
department heads and division
chairmen participating in the program have been very cooperative
in maintafning the standards set
by the committee.
Finances for the program are
derived largely from the profits
realized during the football erases. Additional money is ghen
by the Spar-ten’s club, which
solicits aid front local merchants
and the public.

SATS:

"Good

’reaming is necessary to airof
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be well
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always.
HAIR CUTTING FOR ALL OCCASIONS
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akerage student of this school building, houses, 6 lecture

kicks his Isirm clock In irooms and two late, the old Bible
i college on S Fifth street and 15
the face at 6 30 a m , and as he
..,
I barracks classrooms
treks from the main campus to
The auditorium, ---Ahich is needthat beastly class three blocks ed for speakers and assemblies. is
sassy on Ninth street, or fights off occupied 29 hours a week by regthe dews-serest that comes with a ularly scheduled classes. The Little Theater is used for classes 38
stuffy barracks, he can console
hours a week, making it difficult
humeril ssith the fact that some for the
Drama department to reday the new ritoornom facilities hearse and set up scenery
sill altos late hos.- inconveniences
Increased
enrollment
has
According to John Hayes, amisit
sorellied some classes to immense
ant registrar. the new buildings
peopartioas. While
class of
will not put an end to 7.30 Maass
fie is the optimum, some classes
nest year, or an other year The
another over lee. This quarter,
reason for such earlj lecitkees is Pr
Dr. Arturo Failkses Mass is conmake room foi a more varied protemporary plellasagit) tope the
tint with as eurellsrent of tall.
tram and take advantage of all of
Over 40 7:30 a.m lecture classes
the instruction possible, not te
conserve classroom space, he Said are offered each quarter.
"New courses are being added
Howevev, the temperer) classrooms eventually will be done constantly, ethers being revised
and Unproved. More than 65, new
away with, he says.
Tlime temporsrv facilities fa - courses have been added to our
Chide four apartment houses and curriculum since this past Januhones; the old Technical high ary," Mr. Hayes said.
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S-11 I Story r11

Closes

Full ’Standing Room Only’ Season
JO ROSSMANN
Sne Arts Editor
The Speech and Drama department will close a "standing room
only" season this Tarter with the presentation of an old fashion:n:1
rnelockama, "Untie the Gaslight."
vilimos and simpering heroines will open a seven
The drama
day run h4ay 29 ’in Om Little Theater. Tickets are on sais in the
By

department office, room 57.
The leads team up a newcomer
to the campus stage, Ron Mood,
sith Donna Wegner, one of the
theater’s favorite ladies.
Also in the cast are Rich Risso,
Jerry Charlebois. Jerry Huven,
Gary Waller, Robert Litke, Frank
Woodman, Wayne Mitchell, Craig
Chink Jack Byers,’ Joe Lo Bue,
Ivan Van Perre, Jim Bernardi,
Gordon Kendrick, Dave Nave,
Frederick Hare, Bill Nox, John,
Connolly, Thorne Kinsey, Harold
Garcia, Lewis Campbell.
Carolyn Ring, Mary CampRuth Daugherty, Carolyn
Miller, Cleo Cebulla and (stance McLean.
Olios, Too!
John K e r r, director, has
sprinkled his show liberally with
olio., using the singing and dancing talents of Ms cast.

bell.

%.1111".

t

,

,

i
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Revolt New Theme
The revolt of a small Spanish
village against the opprassion of
the aristocracy was the theme of
the department’s fourth production, ’The Sheep Well."
Dr. Clancy also directed the
Lope De Vega drama, featuring
Cherie Brigham.
Frank Woodmart and Lorraine Can-nave were
the Spanish king and queen.
The spring quarter schedule
ha % been sprinkled with independent
"Gras
productions.
Harp," a faculty play reading,
l’am presented last Weekend and
"Is fire Worth Living?" a productios of the advaaced acting
f lass has bees
nursing hi the
actor’s laboratory.

RICHARD RISSO
. . . from comedy to tragedy

Student Show
Plans Airings
A tale of intrigue behind the
Iron Curtain, a drama of the Alaskan gold rush, and an exciting adventure of "The Fiddler" will be
presented on "29-30," student radio show, during the next three
weeks, according to Dave Woods,
one of the trio of producers.
The show is aired at 8 p.m.
Asn Saturdays oCer ICLOK.
The current "29-30" is an outgrowth of "Spartan Review," "Saturday With the Spartans" and
past student radio shows produced
and directed by radio speech and
drama students.
"29-30" took over the 9:30 am.
spot left vacant by the graduation
of the cast of "Spartan Review"
in September. Popular response
pushed the show up to 8 o’clock,
number one spot in local radio.
The original cast of Clyde Allen, Jerry Morrisroe and Wads
has been swelled by the adagio
of Joan Alcaide, Joss Seilikor,
Carolyn King, Ron Weed, Maurice Bodwell, Fred Hare and
Dave Caldwell. Members of the
drama department have Ake
stepped In to help out.
Majority of the continuity and
featured sketches are written by
Woods, a graduate studept.
The, show is built grand sketches and several special features,
"The ChUdtle Corner," "Behind
the Scenes" and occasional records.

Carmel Field Trip

What happens when culture
comes to an unsuspecting vacation
town is told in Lennox Robinson’s
rollicking Irish comedy, ’Is Life
Worth Living?" playing its closing engagement tonight at 8:15
o’clock in the Actor’s laboratory.
Virginia Grattan and Jerry
Charlesbois play the Towhigs who
bring the group of traveling players to Inish.
Also in the cast are Clyde Allen,
Ronald Blood, Jana*, Bernardi,
Norma Kregie, Joe LoBue, Jim
Wright, Lewis Gampbell, Cleo Ce.
built, Patricia Coyle, Barbara Remelmeyer and Wayne Mitchell.

Miss Brigham starred again in
The Innocents", directed by Miss
Visits through the studios of I
Elizaheth Loeffler( The thriller
t‘N William Archipidd brought prominent artists in the Cannel I
Delta I
Aptivating, Mary
to the area highlighted Sunday’s
Delta all-day qield trip.
attention of t
Twelve memberil at the art hon.
- sir-sihriety made the trip to view
*a Frocks
Seta 811181P17 *an* praductions famous painters, onehmercial artare designe,.
d
J.,yendelte .16_4 and _Craftsmen at work Ire
son,
After visiting the studios, the
groUp had dinner at Nepente’s,
Dr.111Mtr=heat head. moth of Cannel.

costimer

4.
tar-

ate‘

Be a Beauty on the Beach in a

Swim Suit from

HOFFMAN’S
SWEATER SHOP

will

’Culture’s Theme
1=-4 For Irish Comedy

00111P.

The Oscar Wilde comedy starred
veti.ran Richard Risso and introduced tyros Marian Sparks and
Marian Roehm. Also in the Kerr
production were Cleo Cebulla,
Patricia Coyle, Lewis Carneell,
Fred Hare and Jack Byers.
Earnest to Antony
Risso jumped from the comedy
of Wilde into the tragedy of "Antony and Cleopatra." This time he
teamed up with Cherie Brigham
and Jerry Charlebois.
Mies Eltaalbeth Loeffler directed the show which reviewers
called one of the departs
most spectacular productions.
I Only hap women were included
’ in the II member end.
The only modern ptoduction on
the schedule was "Eurydice," a
French tragedy translated by Dr.
James Clancy. Another newcomer
took the limelight when Delores
Heib was given the title role.
Risso ’played whets,
his second
tragic roll of the season.
The majority of Dr. Clancy’s
east was composed of Little
Theaters veterans.
It was the flat time the original play had been performed in
English.

.

Soloists Patrick Daugherty, tenor and Janice Carlander, violinist,
will be featured at the spring production of the Symphony concert.
The presentation will be held May
26 at 8:15 p.m. in Morris Dailey
auditorium.
Dr. Lyle Downey. bead et the
Music department, will ossdnet
the orchestra, composed sir approximately 50 members.
The program ai 11 be opened
with an "Overture to ’Don Giovanni’ " by Mozart.
"Che Gelida Manina" from La
Boheme," by Giacomo Puccini, will
be sung by Daugherty as the second selection of the Symphony
presentation.
Miss Carlander will play the
C Iltat IF BRIG HAM
"Concerto for Violin and Orches. a year of tragedy
tra, Op. 35" by Tschaikowsky,
I, Movements of this selection
include "Allegro Moderator,? "Andante" (Canzonetta 1; and "Allegro vivacissimo."
.
The orchestration will be "Car:
neval, Op. 9?." selected from the
companions of Amen Dvorak.
4... I

7,

the

vaudeville bill
Numbers on
include Tell Me Pretty Maiden,"
"Curse of an Aching Heart." "On
to the Mock.
the Midway," LM
ingbird," "All is Not Gold That
Deal
"Father
and
Glitters."
Father."
"Under the Gaslight" will be
a fluffy dessert to a heavy theater
meal offered byi the department
this season.
The speedo& selection, "The
Importance St ’Being Earnest."
although ai mot period comedy’,
oit. not I forerunner of shat

urroups
Stage Annual
13resentatton
atuzsu.;

rogfams Entertaiinng

Stories designed to entertain Charlene Owen, Annette Vincent,
have been the featured attraction Ken Chelton, Eleanor Beach. Ka Sandas. Doris Gourley,
of the bi-weekly story telling pro- tmherine,
grams conducted tin’ membars of arhYJohn ateKrunte7alk...-Lele
Dr. Dorothy Kaucher’s story-tellWalter Symons, Mari
Ball.
ing class.
a
Carolyn Urenn, Joan Da
BarThe students have also arranged terwill. Thelma lavint
programs at local schools.
bara Matney, Janet Creel. Nancy
Participants include Trudy Jan- Hittner, Jean Tenhardif, Norma
sens, Susan Perry, Marilyn Lind. Johnson, Dorothy Hollh1er, Fred
Ann Bradley, Trudy Harding, Rol- Foresman, Rose Gianomini a it
and Percival, Claudia La Fevre,, Annette Vincent.

COLE
*ANTHER
JANTZEN
CATALINA
MAURICE
HANDLER
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"A Nam-IA.1 Bride is a Happy Bride"

FLOWERS FOR THE WEDDING
Whether your plans call for a simple ceremony

an

elaborate church wedding

to

make

your

wedding
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beautifully
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Designers
Rend Artists
2e4 end NW PORMANDO
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can assist you
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memorable.
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SCCYC Track Team Has
Many Great Performers
(’ONNIE VAIINECK
(Ed. nate: %Mien by Connie
arneck, who, af the estimated
Age of SM, has leaped 8’ 31 8"
this season. This could be a certain type of world’s record for
"retired" high jumpers.)
IanN flack and held aces eat .4,:t 111411 (1,114-4iate athletic corn ,A; tit ion befoi 44 exhausting their
ie.:
ca pa la liti4m to achieve
mat:ie,11 times, heights and distance,.
The Santa Clara County Youth.
t’o liter, a new track power, is cur.1
ien11) giving a small but talent-,
packed group, composed mostly of
*.San Jos, State stars, a chance ,
to continue in competition.
Thus, George Matto’’, George I
Brow n. Rob McMullen, Herman’
Wyatt, et at can still stay in shapel
and shcwo for Fresno and Modesto
Itcla)s wrist watches, sUrnmer European !lack tours, world records
and the 1956 Olympic Games.
The San Fraselswro Olympic
club, a private busluessmen’s

gibitfty.
George Matto. graduated from
SJS in 1951 with departmental;
honors in music. He played the;
clarinet .in the college symphony.
Mattos, who holds the college pole:
vault record at 14 feet 5 inches,
is now an airman, third class, at
nearby Parks Air base.
Mattos represented the USA at
Helsinki last summer in the pole
vault along with Olympic Champ
Rev, Robert Richards and runnerup Don Laz. Mattos has already
improVed this year to 14 feet 7.
inches.
Bob McMullen is another SJS
senior without athletic eligibility
left. Bob is national AAU and national collegiate 3000 meth steeplechase champ.

ace, now a fifth grade teacher
at Atherton.
Connie Varneek (Kazariaoff
1949 graduate, who high jumps
6 feet 5 Inches.

’Race Driver WIWI
Indianapolis, Ind. (UP)--elset
Miller, bolder of the all-time
speed record at the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway, as. killed Friday o hen his racing ear crashed
on the hazardous southwest turn
of the track as he practiced for
Saturday’s 300-mile race qualifications.

McDonald Tailor
31 E. SAN AtiTONIO

SUITS
$39.50 and up
SL.4CKS
Also .4Iterations

e-- -

Paul Jennings, another Ineligible Spartan student, who runs
the two mile In 9:45.
From other colleges the SCCYC
team ’has Charlie Parrish, ex -San
Francisco State hurdler, and John
George, former Tuskegee and U.
of California sprinter and 1952 IC 4A champ.
Early this year, the usually un.
impeachable Dink Templeton, so- .
called nationally recognized sports I
authority of KFRC and the Palo I
Alto Times, predicted failure for
any new track organization.

It Takes Two
To Neck
C0-0
one ol

the WI
ing II
ramie
Bud 1
Colise
origin

But Dink has corrected himself
Rounding out the SCCYC team
are the following former San Jose since then.
State athletes:
Thanks to Father Schmidt, .
Geer Playa’s, who competed Coach Mike Ryan, the cooperation of San Jose State mentor Bud
for WS in 1946 and 1947. Gene Winter, the SCCYC team is suc-1
ran the mile In 4:12 last year, ceufuL
To make things better, however,
ritiaelag for the a%y. He works
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organisation, for many years
was the only Bay area (mint ta
sponsor a team of es -collegians.
rinottuniitely, howeve r, the
club, despite its name.
ne fE welcomed athletes of all1
e0101,1 or creeds to wear the
Wiliee41-4)
{fete’s where the Santa Clara
Come,. Youth Center came into1
the t,ock picture

HERM VIVAii

la few bucks will be needed to send
I Wyatt, Matt os, McMullen and
for General Electric here, now.
tiIckel, tid14 record ’Brown to ,the national championGeorge
bolder in the discus.
ships at Dayton. 0., at the end of
John Weasel, 290-foot Jasella ’June.

It’s new! It’s Exclusive! And it’s a real sweet-

NMI
bs

heart. It’s the Pebble Beach Sweater with

dane

the TWO-ROLL neckline, and you’ll love
WWrail

iron minute you spend in it. It comes in a

y
locker

blare of unusual springtime shades in pure

SAN JOSE’S

iiiiti function of the SCCYC isi
pro% Idcf sports and recreational
rte. it t," 14)1. this county’s youth.
Hui
Walter F. Schmidt, di.
of the non -denominational
Youth Center. lent an important
t and to the international sport of
track and field, by providing sponsorship tot Mattos, W)att & Co.

Technical

The stars, olth feis exceptions,
prsetke at Wpartan field, along
with Collodi Rod Winter’s (old.
n Kohlers and with Illuirs blessing*.

Text Book
ceNi ER

Mike Ryan. otetan track’ men.
tor. coaches the new gmup Ryan,
Jun.: in the sporting goods business
at Park and Naglee, volunteers his
.crices Mike is an old-timer who
has coached Hahn, 1Vyortiina. llw
Republic of Guatemala. and the
I’SA, Olympic marathon team’.
George Brown keeps in shape
at Ft. Ord where he is Pvt Brown
The former UCLA and USA Olympic-team broad Jumper, despite all
the marching he has to cks, got
lit 25 feel j inch, the world’s best
"ark an far for 1953
Herm Wyatt is a MP sealer
Who has seed tip his athletic ell-

tennis
and’
lockei

imported Australian lamb’s
smoothie today.

$11.95

DRILUANT NEW COLORS

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
135 Esf San Farnand...)

Across from Stvciont Union

JACOBS

79 SOUTH FIRST STREET
THE FRIENDLY STORE FOR MEN
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Apricot
Erie Green
Devil Red
Frisco Blue
Lite Rest .
. Lettuce Green
Wedgewood . . Hawaiian Yellow
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Bow Ties Popular Wardrobe kens
Ismain-Imail style is the unmoor
he
Lighter background styles
with a Um* emphasis of calor
lead this field Stripe motifs and
solid colors she continue in popThe predominate trend in the ulasity.

In neckwear, increasleady important this season. bow ties continue on the upswing, as well as
the string type.

Frosh End Year
With 5-10 Record

By. RON WAGENBACti
’The Frosh baseball squad, coached by I Wolf this SIDOSOlk
hung up its spikes last week after finishing tile yor with .333 wonlost average, The won five games while dropping ten contests.
BiN Gillespy proved the big hitter of the season as he hit safely
six times in 13 chances for a .462 average. Oddlreneages, he was

hurler for the freshmen, and pitch -s’
era have had an age-old apathy!
for hitting. He won one on the
mound while losing two.
Boasting higher batting averages, but not appearing at, bat as
many times as Gillespy, were Sam
Dawson and Eddie Knezevich
Knezevich hit 1.000 with one for
one, but was used as a pinch-hitter. Dawson batted an evene .500,
collecting two hits in four trips.
His stay on the frosh ball club was
cut short because of spring football training.
Proving to be the steadieat
WALT
Burnett,
(ft -CAPTAIN
hitter of the team was Chuck
in
quarter-milers
top
the
one of
Camuao, who appeared la eieven
thc world. has been an outstand- I games. He batted .236 and coving 100, 325, 440 and relay team
ered the outfield for Wolf’s Mac
runner tisk’ season for Coach
Following him in the seasosal
Bud Winter’s thlaciaids. At the
averages were Angelo Isquierdo
( oliseamillelays be made a surwith .282; Bill Rettig at .2511:
prising showing in the 441.
Dick Fey with a .221 mark;
Frank Gamberutti at .214 aad
Vernon Perry at .200,
Others who played for the trash
squad this season include Jay
Propst with a .167 seasonal batting average; Larry Mitchell at
.184; Bob Ravissa at .143: Daryl
Chippman with .140; Wes Roberts
at .059. and Don Hewitt with a
By PAT MELNITASIS
..159 average.’
(Women’s Sports Editor)
In the pitching department,- DaAt 4:30 p.m., when most of the
students have gate borne, a lone- ryl Chippman posted the best hurlsome straggler passing by the Wo- ing average, although he covered
men’s gym may be startled by the Ithe first base position most of the
season. He appeared in one Consounds isiing from inside.
Souteo
Is doing a fair immi- test, and received credit for the
tation of Mary Martin singing win. Posting a .500 average on the
one of her more zestful BUM- mound was Roberts as he won one
hers, while the noeted of splash- and lost a single contest. Garry
backbone of
ing showers the in ewer up the Hodder, who was the
screams condo( tram girls en- Wolf’s pitching corps during the
gaged In a wet-4e1 fight. Two first weeks of the season, finished
voices are rainedshave the corn - the year with a 2-3 record.
Also seeing pitching duty
motion in
’al a soft were Propst with a 0-1 record
halt rule.
These familiar
are made and Les Aaker with an 0-3 recby the physical
ton and re- ord. Aaker was the mainstay of
creation majors
they tie up the the staff during the last weeks
activities of the diay. That day of the campaign, but he ran into
may have included rising bright hard luck and could not break
and early at 6 a.m., to gulp acup Into the win column.
The Spartababes’ wins were regof instant coffee and run to school
iitered against Hartnell JC, twice,
in the’fashion of 10 flat.
The P.E. specialist arrives at the Willow Glen high school and Menlocker roan to plaz the Parr of a lo JC twice.
detective trying to remember
where she left her gym clothes,
tennis racket, swim cap, leotard,
and other items which fill her
locker like ribber McGee’s closet.
The nmershig is spent tossing
softballs. playing tennis sad volball, and psnahign comparatively relaxing home In me d e r
dance, The allhersoira may include a dip in Illie p..& She will
swim to imale, or an energetic
call from the other aide, "go,
go, go!"
As she drags herself back to the
locker roam she thinks of the smiling faces at her instructors as
they handed out dog smsivinienta
for the next day. The paperwork
includes notebook*, card files, and
Projects on the various aspects of BUTCH BIIIKOZIAN, Sparta’s
physical education.
first singles tomb player, PeIt may seen like a hard life, but easily mitered the Callonds
at Berkeley
she is consoled by the thought of States
Wore the
that happy duty when she will re- but was
dinghies
both
ceive that precious piece or paper quarterfinals in
With so many ’nsemoried, and mur- and singleS.
mur, "Is it really mine?"
Some 400 women pass through
the "portholes" of education in the
wornen’s physical education and
$4 SO. SECOND
recreation depairbnent every year.
IDerso Lighters
San Jose is one of the leading
Remo
schools of the West coast in the
BOYCZIS TITS TOBACCO

Trials tpt a
PE Major
Listed by Pat

LANO

STANLEY,

Om

Jew

State Jolf-selle resod bilikin
one of the imstatandinimembers
Me was
of the 155$ trash
invited

to

the

US, Aseebes

0,11seno Belays to no altalina
Mal SCIdUleid. two-thaw Olympic
suseber pear
elmeaptoss.
of emapetitisa.

This Store Is Yours
Gel better acquainted with
your student bookstore. The
closest bookshop. On campus
with widest selection in test
books and supplies.
YO6 COlf always sell yaps used
books here as well as buyiwg
BOW 006S.

Ralph’s Smoke Shop

Preserve Those Precious Moments
Borrow a Flash Camera
FREE
Ys &et hove So tow camera; cow
la 0 ,sak am* our

loan

centavo.

MOOMIHEADA.SIMINO DIWO CO.
SECOND NW SAN NAKANO

a\

Open Moak" *magi

ask

4,43 p.sn.
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A white dinner jacket
is essential for the
well -dressed party
goer this Spring,
so unless you
want a.glass slipper
thrown in with,
the deal, don’t
wait for your
Fairy Godmother
to show up, but
sachay Rooswards with

$35.95 and get the best.

r.$
Sunfrost double breasted tuxedo
jackets are lightweight and
very cool - perfect for warm
weather formals.

$35,95

Midnight blue tropical weight
tuxedo trousers
$1605
Cool tangle breasted Java weave
tuxedo jacket $29.

95

Nobody kncere the campus like 1401

SOW,

FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

